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Smith, Alice E., M. A . , 1987 Communication Sciences and
Disorders

Media and Intelligibility Influences on Whole Word Broad 
Phonetic Transcription Reliability (134 pp.)
Director: Barbara A. BaiiT, Ph.D.

The purpose of this study was to explore the effects of 
audio taped versus audio-videotaped recording conditions and 
speaker intelligibility on interobserver and intraobserver 
reliability calculated from whole word broad phonetic tran
scriptions. Descriptive analyses of the data were also 
conducted.

Two male children matched for mean length of utterance and 
differing in intelligibility were each audio-videotaped 
utilizing a high quality audio signal. The speech sample was 
the Gold man-Fristoe Test of Articulation (1969). Sixteen 
subjects transcribed each speech sample in an audio-only and 
an audio-visual condition. Each condition was transcribed two 
times for a total of eight transcriptions per subject. The 
order of transcription conditions was counterbalanced across 
subjects. Each transcription was scored on a point-by-point 
basis with a scoring key to calculate interobserver and 
intraobserver reliability and to analyze the target sounds 
transcribed incorrectly.

Results indicated a significant difference between the 
intelligibility conditions. No significant differences
occurred between recording conditions or transcription times 
regardless of speaker intelligibility. Descriptive analyses 
indicated essentially no differences between recording 
conditions with regard to the percentages of target sound 
characteristics transcribed incorrectly. Voiced alveolar 
stop-plosive and fricative consonants and lax unrounded high 
and mid-front vowels were most frequently transcribed incor
rectly. Variability existed in percentages of occurrence of 
transcription errors between intelligibility conditions but 
the relative frequency of occurrence of errors on phoneme 
characteristics was the same as found for recording conditions 
except for consonant voicing.

Conclusions indicated essentially no differences in relia
bility calculated from whole word broad phonetic transcrip
tions obtained from audio-only versus audio-videotaped 
recordings when speakers differed in degree rather than 
quality of intelllgibjOity. Further research is indicated to 
explore calculated reliability differences which may occur due 
to qualitative intelligibility differences in speakers.

i i
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C H A P T E R  1 

INTRODUCTION

Reliability is defijied as the stability, precision, and consisten
cy in reporting behaviors and test results. Clinically, reliability 

provides confidence in diagnostic and treatment data. That is, for 
example, the accurate determination of the existence of a speech or 
language problem and the documentation of therapy progress depend in 

part on reliable measurements.

Interobserver reliability refers to agreement between two or more 
examiners on a particular set of obtained data and is an important 
indicator of objective and precise measurements of the behaviors of 
interest. Intraobserver reliability refers to agreement by one 
examiner on two or more observations of a particular set of obtained 
data and is an important indicator of objective and precise measure
ment of the behaviors of interest by the same examiner. The reliabil

ity obtained on whole word broad phonetic transcriptions of a child's 

speech by trained examiners is one issue of importance with regard to 

diagnostic speech assessments since phonetic transcriptions are a 

common basis for the determination of the existence of a speech

1
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2
problem. More specifically, Henderson (1938) suggested the need for
consistent and objective examiner judgments when obtaining and 
evaluating articulation test results. The present study is concerned 
with interobserver and intraobserver reliability obtained from whole 
word broad phonetic transcriptions of preschool children's speech.

Various factors have been identified which influence the reliabil

ity with which observers obtain data. Some of the identified factors 
have included the complexity of the behaviors being rated (Harris & 
Lahey, 1982; Kazdin, 1977; Mash & McElwee, 1974); examiner expecta
tions about the behavior being assessed (Harris & La hey » 1982; Kazdin, 
1977; Lipinski & Nelson, 1974; Oiler & Filers, 1975; Redfield & Paul,
1976) ; changes in observer expectations about the behavior being 
assessed due to feedback (Harris & Lahey, 1982; Kazdin, 1977) ;
knowledge of interobserver or intraobserver reliability assessments 
(Foster & Cone, 1980; Kazdin, 1977; Kent, Kanowitz, O'Leary, &
Cheiken, 1977; Reid, 1970; Romanczyk, Kent, Diament, & O'Leary, 1973; 
Taplin & Reid, 1973) ; knowledge of who is assessing reliability
(Foster & Cone, 1980; Kent, et al., 1977; Romanczyk, et al., 1973); 

prior training assessing the behavior of interest (Baer, 1977; Harris 

& Lahey, 1982; Mash & McElwee, 1974; Taplin & Reid, 1973) ; and the
observational media from which the data are obtained (Amorosa, von 

Benda, Wagner, & Keck, 1985; Henderson, 1938; Hodson & Paden, 1983; 

Ingram, 1976; Irwin, 1970; Kent & Foster, 1977; Kent, O'Leary, Dietz,

& Diament, 1979; KipfmueUer & Prins, 1971; Lovaas, Koegel, Simmons, & 

Long, 1973; Mencke, Ochsner, & Testut, 1983; Moiler & Starr, 1984;
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3
Wright, 1954). This iast fector, the influence of observational media 

on reliability, is a £d c u s  of the present study.

The remainder of this chapter will discuss the use of various media 

for obtaining behavioral data, the role visual cues play in speech and 
language observation and perception, the advantages and limitations of 
various media for obtaining reliable phonetic transcriptions, and 
comparisons of interobserver and intraobserver reliability utilizing 
various media for obtaining speech samples. The chapter concludes 

with a statement of the problem.

Media aind Data Collection

Direct observations, audiotaped recordings, and audio-videotaped 
recordings are three prevalent methods of behavioral data collection.
The type of medium chosen by an examiner depends in part on the 
complexity and type of behavior to be rated and the frequency and rate 

of occurrence of the behavior of interest (Cherry Wilkinson, 
Clevenger, & Ddlaghan, 1981; DoUaghan & Miller, 1986; Holm, 1978; 
Rosenblum, 1978; Sackett, 1978) .

Direct observations entail in vivo data collection while the 

behaviors of interest are occurring. Behaviors measured via direct 

observation are typically simple rather than complex and must be 

easily identified and recorded (e.g., out-of-seat behavior,

occurrence/nonoccurrence of a specified behavior) . Direct observa-
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4
tions require the examiner to be able to easily view the subject in 
order to identify the behaviors to be measured. In addition, the 
examiner must be trained in the correct identification of the behavior 
of interest as well as in the measurement method being used since 
there is no second chance to verify the occurrence of a particular 

behavior.

Audiotaped recordings enable the examiner to identify verbal or 
vocal behaviors at some time after the behaviors have occurred. 
Simple or complex occurrences of verbal or vocal behavior may be tape 
recorded for later listening and the audiotape may be replayed as 
needed to verify the occurrence of a behavior. In addition, an 

audiotape provides a means by which further analysis beyond the 
original purpose of the recording may be conducted at any time. The 
examiner should be trained in listening to the behavior of interest on 
audiotape in order to easily identify and note the occurrence of the 
behavior without frequent replays (Shriberg & Kent, 1982) . Care must 
be taken to obtain representative samples of the subject's verbal 

and/or vocal behaviors via appropriate recording equipment and control 
of the recording environment (e.g., constant speaker distance from the 

microphone, use of a unidirectional microphone, quiet recording 
location, appropriate signal-to-ncaLse ratios and frequency response) 

(Code & Ball, 1984; Ingram, 1976; Shriberg & Kent, 1982).

Videotaped recordings also allow the examiner to observe and record 

the behaviors of interest at any time after the behaviors have
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5
actually occurred. Unlike the direct observation method, the examiner 
may view the subject performing any type of simple or complex behavior 

since videotapes allow for repJLay of the behaviors of interest. In 
addition, the examiner may fbcus on verbal and/or vocal behaviors as 
well as visual cues which may facilitate identification of precipita
ting nonverbal behaviors not available on audiotaped recordings. As 
noted for audiotaped recordings, appropriate equipment and environmen
tal controls should be utilized for video recording to obtain optimal 
videotaped samples of the behaviors of interest (e.g, good lighting, 
close-ups, and sharp focus) (Shriberg & Kent, 1982) . The examiner 
should be trained in the correcrt identification and measurement 
methods for the behaviors of interest to decrease unnecessary replay 

time. As noted for audiotaped recording analysis, the examiner has 
the option to analyze the videotapes again at a later time for addi
tional data not originally obtained in the initial analysis.

Three methods of obtaining behavioral data have been discussed. 

These include direct observation, audiotaped recordings, and video
taped recordings. Each method provides the examiner with a means by 
which behaviors of interest may be observed and measured, however, the 
latter two methods provide an added advantage since audio- and 

videotaped recordings may be replayed for data vérification purposes.

All three observational media have been utilized alone or in 

combination with each other in the field of speech and language 

pathology for behavioral observation and data collection (Amorosa, et
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6
al,, 1985; Elphick, 1984; Henderson, 1938; MoHer & Starr, 1984; 
Irwin, 1970; Mencke, et al., 1983; Monsen, 1983; Stephens & Dardloff, 
1977; Wright, 1954). Comparisons of interobserver and intraobserver 

reliability measurements obtained within and between two or more of 
the above-mentioned media as addressed in the speech and language 
research will be discussed in a later section. The complexity and 
types of behaviors which may be measured differ slightly between 
media. Videotaped recordings provide an optimal medium for observa
tion and measurement of the most complex speech and language behaviors 
and direct obseirv’̂ations usu sally provide data regarding simpler 
behaviors. Audiotaped recordings are typically reserved for data 
collection regarding only verbal or vocal behaviors since visual cues 
are unavailable on audiotape fiDr measuring nonverbal behaviors. The 
influence of visual information on the observation and assessment of 
speech and language behaviors will be discussed next.

Rde of Visual Cues in Observation

Visual cues provide information to an individual in a number of 

ways. Visual cues identify a speaker's nonverbal pragmatic behaviors 
and environmental contextual information such as items in a setting 

pertinent to conversational meaning. The identity of the speaker and 
listener are available via visual information if the interaction is 

taking place fece-to-fece. In addition, information about visual 

components of speech such as lip closure and lip postures may aid a
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7
listener in interpreting a speaker's utterances which might ctherwise 
be unintelligible (Shriberg & Kent, 1982).

A number of studies have cited the positive contribution of visual 
cues when accompanied by auditory input for increasing perceived 

intelligibility of a speaker (Hudgins & Numbers, 1942; Monsen, 1983; 
Subtelny, 1977) by increasing a listener's ability to make phonemic 
distinctions during speechreading tasks (Erber, 1979; Fisher, 1968; 
Walden, Prosek, & Worthington, 1974; Woodward & Barber, 1960) , for 
identification of correct/incorrect consonants (Irwin, 1970; Mencke, 
et al., 1983; Irwin & Krafchick, 1965), and for speech perception 
during adverse listening conditions (Binnie, Montgomery, & Jackson, 
1974; Miller & Nicely, 1955; Neely, 1956; O'Neill, 1954; Sanders & 
Goodrich, 1971; Steele, Bin nie, & Cooper, 1978). Results of these 
studies suggested visual cues enhanced auditory perception. Intel

ligibility has been positively correlated with the number and type of 
articulation errors produced by a speaker (Andrews, Platt, &
Young,1977; Hudgins & Numbers, 1948; Jordan, 1960; Prins & Bloomer, 

1968; Van Demark, 1964) . Thus, the literature suggested visual cues 

enhanced the intelligibility of individuals, particularly those with a 
high number of articulation errors in their speech. However, the 

majority of the intelligibility studies reviewed which utilized speech 
samples obtained from speakers with varying degrees of articulation 

deficits have obtained data solely utilizing audiotaped recordings 

(Andrews, et al., 1977; Hoops & Curtis, 1971; Metz, Samar, Schiavetti, 

Sitler, & Whitehead, 1985; Monsen, 1978; Platt, Andrews, Young, &
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8
Quinn, 1980; Prins & Bicomer, 1965; Prins & Bioomer, 1968; Tikofsky & 
Tikofsky, 1964; Yorkston S Beukelman, 1978; Yorkston & Beukelman,
1981) rather than from videotaped recordings (Irwin & Krafchick, 1965; 

Mencke, et al., 1983; Monsen, 1983). In addition, orthographic 
transcriptions of the speech samples were used in all of these 
studies. Orthographic transcription requires examiners to write down 
a word or words without regeird to phonetic accuracy. An examiner 
could theoretically identify a word orthographically from a small 
number of phonemes which would allow the examiner to guess the rest of 
the word. Theoretically, an examiner could also guess at phonetic 
production from a small number of phonemes but without the accuracy 
which phonetic transcription requires. Of the studies cited above, 
only Yorkston and Beukelman (1978; 1981) utilized phonetic transcrip

tions obtained from speech samples but they used audiotaped recordings 
rather than videotaped recordings. Thus, past intelligibility studies 
have not addressed the influence of visual cues on whole word phonetic 

transcriptions. Since visual cues may enhance phoneme identification 
and intelligibility ratings one would expect the intelligibility 

studies to have made use of both visual information as well as 

phonetic transcriptions to accurately rate intelligibility and 
identify phonemic errors beyond the orthographic level.

Visual cues may play a significant role during speaker/listener 

interactions by also providing a means of identifying pragmatic intent 

of the language interaction, enhancing phoneme identifLcation when 

necessary, and increasing speaker intelligibility. Although research 

has been directed toward the role of visual cues during speechreading.
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adverse listening conditions y and identification of correct/incorrect 
consonant productions, a need exists for further research regarding 
the influence which visual cues may have during whole word phonetic 

transcriptions of the speech of unintelligible individuals. The 
following section will discuss the advantages and limitations of 
various media for obtaining reliable phonetic transcriptions.

Observational Media and Phonetic Transcriptions

Determining the existence of an articulation problem in a child has 
traditionally been obtained from live phonetic transcriptions of 
single word articulation tests. Some clinicians have suggested using 
in vivo transcriptions as their primary source for articulation test 
analyses in order to take advantage of the visual speech cues thought 

to play a role in speech intelligibility. live transcriptions of 
connected speech samples are not typically utilized due to the 

inability of most clinicians to phonetically transcribe rapid speech 
on-line, particularly if a child's speech is unintelligible. Live 
transcriptions of single words may also prove difficult if a child is 
unintelligible since the clinician is unable to verify transcription 

accuracy in vivo. Requiring a child to repeat a word does not ensure 

identical word reproduction and, therefore, does not ensure transcrip

tion reliability. Two methods of assessing reliability for whole word 
transcriptions are the use of interobserver reliability and intraob

server reliability measures. Again, however, the lack of a recorded 

speech sample results in the inability of the examiners to readily
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identify their sources of diffierence in order to obtain transcription 

agreement.

The need to provide a record of a child's speech which could be 

replayed for verification of Uve transcription accuracy encouraged 
the use of audiotaped recordings by many clinicians. Audiotaped 
recordings may be used to transcribe connected speech samples as well 
as single word samples at any time by another clinician for reliabil
ity purposes and may also be used as a backup for in vivo transcrip
tions (Ingram, 1976; Shriberg & Kent, 1982) . Audiotaped recordings 
are suggested as a backup for live whole word transcriptions since the 
audiotaped recordings do not provide visual information thought to aid 
in phoneme identiScation but do theoretically allow the clinician to 

identify auditory variations in the production of a word or sound, 
Audiotaped recordings are not typically used in place of live whole 
word transcriptions. Routine observations by this investigator of 
most commercial tape recorders in use clinically indicated the 
recorders typically provide poor audiotape quality which may not allow 

accurate whole word phonetic transcriptions. Some clinicians have 
stated the importance of using the best quality tape recorder possible 

for transcription purposes (Numbers & Hudgins, 1948; Shriberg & Kent,

1982). Those clinicians who do exclusively use audiotapes for 
transcription purposes typically keep notes containing the speech 

sample context, a gloss of the child's intended production, and 

remarks about the child's nonverbal behaviors to facilitate later 

transcription of the sample (Bernstein & Tiegerman, 1985; Dale, 1978).
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Thus, the use of audiotaped recordings obtained on poor quahty 
clinical equipment becomes a concern. More specificaTly, poor quality 

audiotaped recordings may confirm or replicate in vivo transcriptions 
but may not be any more accurate despite their replay advantage. The 

use of high quality audiotaped recordings appears, therefore, to be an 
important consideration for obtaining reliable and accurate interob

server and intraobserver results albeit without visual information.

Videotaped recordings have typically been used for interobserver 

and intraobserver reliability of language analyses due to the value of 
visual cues during language production, particularly with regard to 
pragmatic intent (Bernstein & Tiegerman, 1985). Given the importance 
of reliable transcription information for phonological analyses of a 
child's speech and, considering the role of visual cues for accurately 
identifying some speech sounds more easily when speech is unintel
ligible, the use of videotaped recordings appears to be a viable 

option for interobserver and intraobserver reliability of whole word 
phonetic transcriptions. The addition of high quality audio to the 
videotape would also appear to provide optimal recording conditions 

for both visual and auditory input from which to calculate reliability 

of whole word transcriptions, particularly since the audio quality 

found on most videorecorders is poor, as noted previously (Shriberg & 
Kent, 1982) . Shriberg and Kent have identified, however, a number of 

other limitations to the use of videotape recordings for phonetic 

transcriptions. Among the limitations mentioned are the high cost of 

video equipment (although high quality audio equipment is also
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expensive) ; the greater distraction factor while recording with video 
which may result in poorer performance by the child; more complicated 

operation of video recording usually requiring another operator 
besides the clinician; and anecdotal reports by transcribers of 
becoming more tired when transcribing from videotapes, using more 
playbacks, and looking at the videotape monitor less frequently as the 
transcription session progresses (Shriberg & Kent, 1982) . Despite 
these limitations, the advantage which videotapes accompanied by high 
quality audio recordings might afford the clinician in reliably and 
accurately assessing a speech disorder which might not be reliably and 
accurately assessed by audiotape alone could well outweigh the 
limitations involved in the use and cost of video recordings.

A discussion of the advantages and limitations of live observa
tions, audiotapes, and videotapes for obtaining whole word phonetic 
transcriptions suggest interobserver and intraobserver reliability 
would be better for high quality audiotaped recordings or videotaped 
recordings plus high quality audiotaped recordings than for live 
observations for two major reasons. First, recordings can be replayed 

any number of times to obtain interobserver and intraobserver agree
ment. Second, high quality recordings would provide optimal visual 

and/or auditory input for accuracy of transcription. The clinician's 
choice of which medium he or she prefers for transcription purposes 

should logically be based upon which medium provides the highest 

degree of interobserver and intraobserver reliability. A  review of 

the literature revealed no research comparing reliability of whole
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word phonetic transcriptions calculated from audiotaped recordings to 
reHabjUt^ calculated from videotaped recordings. The next section 

will discuss the research which has addressed the issue of the 
inSuence of media on reliability of data obtained from speech 
samples.

Influence of Media on Reliability

The majority of research addressing reliability has not inves
tigated the influence of more than one data collection medium on 
reliability. The published studies which have addressed media 
influences on reliable behavior assessment have either compared 
interobserver and/or intraobserver reliability for two or more media 
(Amorosa, et al., 1985? Eisler, Hersen, & Agras, 1973; Elphick, 1984; 
Henderson, 1938; Irwin & Krafchick, 1965; Kent, et al., 1979? Lovaas, 
et al., 1973; Mencke, et al., 1983; McJler & Starr, 1984; Monsen,
1983; Stephens & Daniloff, 1977; Wright, 1954) or the performance of 

subjects exposed to different interviewing media (Dinoff, New mark, 
Barnhart, Hdm, Stern, & Saunders, 1970; Dinoff, Stenmark, & Smith, 
1970). Research which has addressed the influence of media on 

interobserver and intraobserver reliability will be discussed next.

Videotaped observations have been found to be as reliable as live 

observations for recording the occurrences and nonoccurrences of 

multiple behaviors of autistic children (Lovaas, et al., 1973) and 

nonverbal interactions of married couples (Eisler, et al., 1973).
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Kent, et al. (1979) compared the use of live observation, observation 
through a one-way mirror, and closed circuit television observations 

for recording the occurrences of nine categories of behaviors in first 
and second grade children. Reported results indicated insignificant 

differences between media for recording behaviors. Elphick (1984) 
found no significant differences between live and video presentations 
of a speechreading task to children, although scores were higher in 
the live mode of presentation for both single word and sentence 
identification. No research was found which compared the use of 
videotaped recordings to live observation recordings for observing 
complex oral speech and language behaviors. The studies cited above 
utilized behavior occurrence/nonoccurrence or correct/incorrect 
scoring methods and did not address the issue of specifically iden
tifying oral speech and language behaviors. One would expect video
taped recordings accompanied by high quality auditory input to produce 

more reliable results than live observations for identifying oral 
speech and language behaviors since videotaped recordings may be 
replayed any number of times and would provide optimal visual and/or 
auditory input.

Eight studies addressed the influence of media on the reliability 

of assessing speech behaviors. These studies will be reviewed below.

Audiotaped recordings have been found to be slightly more reliable 

than live observations for rating types of articulation behaviors on a 

seven point scale (72% exact agreement interobserver ratings in live
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observations as compared to 76% exact agreement interobserver ratings 
for audiotaped recordings) (Wright, 1954) . Wright also reported 
intraobserver agreement ratings between media (79%, 82%, and 75%, 

respectively, for each of three examiners). Rank difference correla
tion coefficients (rho) were calculated on interobserver and intraob
server rating scores. Results indicated greater interobserver and 
intraobserver reliability occurred during tape recorded conditions 
than in live observation.

Audiotaped recordings which subjects were allowed to listen to more 
than once were found to be more reliable for phonetic transcriptions 

of initial consonants for the speech of two unintelligible subjects 
(96% and 92%, respectively) than were live observations (89% and 76%, 
respectively) (Amorosa, et ah, 1985). When wh(üe word narrow 

transcriptions were analyzed, interobserver agreements were higher for 
the audio-only condition (73% and 70%, respectively, for each subject) 
than for the live condition (57% and 55%, respectively) . Again, 
subjects listened to the audio-only productions more than once. 
Statistical analyses were not completed to determine statistical 
differences between media.

Stephens and Paniloff (1977) found judges tended to be more 

studLngent when determining the acceptability of /s/ productions from 

audio-visual recordings than from audio-only recordings although 

overall interjudge agreement was similar between the two conditions 

(47%, audio-only; 52%, audio-visual) . In a second experiment in the
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same study, the investigators found more reliable /s/ ratings for a 

live condition than an audio-only condition when normal and "defec

tive'' /s/ speakers were rated. Results indicated 98% to 100% agree
ment in the live condition that the normal/s/ productions were 
acceptable and the defective /s/ productions were not acceptable. 
However, when the same productions were heard on audiotape by the same 

judges, more normal and "defective'* /s/ productions were judged to be 
unacceptable. The investigators concluded live recordings are more 
reliable for appropriately judging /s/ productions and audio-visual 
recordings are slightly more reliable than audio-only recordings. 
Statistical analyses were not conducted to determine significance 

levels.

MoHer and Starr (1984) compared speech ratings obtained from live 
observations, obtained via a mirror while listening to a loudspeaker 
system, and obtained from listening to an audiotaped recording. 

Judges rated speech samples of deft palate speakers on the variables 
of resonance, articulation, vcdce, and overall speech acceptability on 

a subjective scale of 0 (no problem) to 7 (severe problem) . They also 
rated speech intelligibility as a percentage. The authors found 

judges rated articulation, resonance, overall speech acceptability, 
and intelligibility similarly across all three media. Live voice 

ratings were significantly better than ratings of vcdce from the 

audio-visual and tape recorded media. One-way analyses-of-variance 

(ANOVAS) computed across conditions showed only ratings of voice 

reached statistical significance in any condition. The mean intel-
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Tigibility was 88% and the mean cirtLcuJation rating was 2.4. Since 

inteUigibiflity may be directly related to the number and type of 
artLcuiation errors and most speakers in this study were highly 

intelligible and exhibited only mild articulation deficibs, the lack 
of a statistically signiScant difference in ratings between audio and 
visual media may not reflect an adequate sampling of intelligibility 
and articulation deficits. Further research is needed to compare the 
effiects of media on whole word phonetic transcriptions of subjects 

with varying degrees of intelligibility before conclusions can be 
drawn as to differences between media.

Henderson (1938) found two judges were slightly more reliable when 
identifying correct/incorrect consonants from audiotaped recordings 
(90%) than for live observation (89%) or when listening to a loud
speaker (78%). Phonetic transcriptions were also shghtly more 
reliable when obtained from audiotaped recordings (85%) than from live 

observation (80%) or when listening to a loudspeaker (75%) . No 
statistical analyses were conducted to determine significance levels.
In addition, different speakers with different articulatory abilities 
were used in each condition, possible confounding interpretation of 

the data, A replication of the study using the same speakers in each 

condition and including the application of statistical analyses 
appears warranted.

Videotaped recordings have been shown to be more reliable than 

audiotaped recordings for interobserver agreement on identification of
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initial and final consonants (Mencke, et al., 1983), for identifying 
phonetic errors (Irwin & Krafchick, 1965), and for identifying 

inteUigibls sentences (Monsen, 1983). Irwin and Krafchick (1965) 
reported statistically significant differences for interobserver 

correct and incorrect consonant identi.fi caticn s. Mon sen (1983)
reported a statistically significant difference for interobserver 
agreement of inteUigibilty between the media. As noted earlier, 
visual cues appear to play a facdlLtative rcJe for speechreading and 
intelligibility by enhancing auditory information. None of the 

studies cited above compared reliability ratings for whole word 
phonetic transcriptions obtained from videotaped recordings to
audiotaped recordings thus suggesting a need for investigation in this 
area.

AIL of the eight studies reviewed reported media effects on 
interobserver reliability. Only Wright (1954) also reported intraob

server reliabilty. Four of the seven studies performed statistical 

analyses of their data to determine the significance of results (Irwin 
& Krafchick, 1965; Moller & Starr, 1984; Monsen, 1983; Wright, 1954). 

A viable need exists for reseeirch addressing the effects of media on 

both interobserver and intraobserver reliability as well as statisti

cal analyses of the data to determine whether differences between 

media are significant. Results of the literature review will be
summarized in the next section.
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Statement of the Problem

Research which has compared the effects of media on reliability of 

whole word phonetic transcriptions is inconclusive. Two studies 
attempted to show media effects on transcription reliability (Amorosa, 
et al., 1985; Henderson, 1938). However, Amorosa et al. (1985) only
provided evidence of a need to review audiotaped recordings more than 
once for reliable results and left, unanswered the role visual cues 

might play in a live observation medium versus a simulated live 
medium. Henderson's (1938) results were confounded partially due to 
her use of different speakers in each medium. In addition, the 
quality of audiotaped recordings at the time of her study cannot be 
compared to the quality of audiotapes today. Furthermore, statistical 
analyses were not used to determine the level of significance of media 
differences.

Only one of the eight studies which compared the effects of media 
on reliability reported intraobserver reliabililty as well as interob
server reliability (Wright, 1954). Interobserver reliability, as 

noted previously, is the agreement between two or more judges on the 
same set of data obtained within a medium. Intraobserver reliability, 

again, is the agreement reached by one judge on the same set of data 

obtained in the same or in different media (Shriberg & Kent, 1982) . 

Both types of data are useful for providing confidence in data 

interpretation. None of the research comparing the effects of media
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on reliability addressed both interobserver and intraobserver reliabi

lity with regard to whole word phonetic transcriptions.

Intelligibility has been shown to have a direct relationship with 
the number and types of articulation errors produced by a speaker. 

Thus, the degree of intelligibility of a speech sample may directly 
effect the rrfiahflii-y calculated from a whole word phonetic tran

scription of the sample. Visual cues have been cited as increasing 
perceived intelligibility. However, the effect of visual cues on 
whole word phonetic transcriptions obtained from speech samples with 
different degrees of intelligibility has not been addressed in the 

literature.

There is increased pressure in speech and language settings to 
provide services on a "prescribed basis" to children with articulation 
disorders, i.e., to identify and provide services to those children 

who demonstrate the greatest need for services. Therefore, a need 
exists to obtain the most reliable and valid diagnostic and treatment 
data possible to determine the existence of a problem, the need for
therapy, and criteria for dismissal. Clinicians frequently utilize

audiotapes or videotapes for analysis purposes either as a backup to

live observations or, perhaps, in place of live observations. A 
clinician working in the field often may not have access to another 

clinician to obtain reliability checks. Therefore, clinicians should 

consider purchasing equipment which has been shown to provide the most 

reliable data. If both audiotape and videotape equipment provide
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equivalent reliability, the cQinicdan should logically purchase 

whichever equipment is less expensive and best suits his or her needs. 
If videotape equipment is equivalent to audiotape equipment in

reliability, the videotape equipment provides the added advantage of 
being available for nonverbal language behavior analyses. Thus, this 
study is designed to address the issue of what type of recording 
medium best serves the clinician's needs.

In summary, the influence of media on reliability suggested
videotaped observations were equivalent to live observations for
recording the occurrence of nonverbal behaviors, audiotaped recordings 
were more reliable than live observations for judging speech be
haviors, and videotaped recordings were more reliable than audiotaped 
recordings for speechreading and general intelligibility tasks.
Obviously, a need exists to further investigate the effects of
videotaped recordings and audiotaped recordings on the interobserver 
and intraobserver reliability calculated on whole word phonetic 
transcriptions obtained from speech samples representative of dif

ferent levels of intelligibility to determine if differences exist 
between the media. The present study is designed to answer the

following research questions:
1) What is the effect of high quality audiotaped versus high 

quality videotaped recordings on the interobserver and

intraobserver reliability calculated on whole word broad

phonetic transcriptions?
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2) Does speaker inteUigibüity affect the interobserver and 
intraobserver reliability of whoQe word phonetic transcriptions 

obtained from audiotaped and videotaped recordings?
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CHAPTER 2

METHODS

Subjects

The subjects were nine female graduate students in the Communica

tion Sciences and Disorders Department at the University of Montana 
and seven female speech/language pathologists practicing in the 
Missoula, Montana area for a total of sixteen subjects. Each subject 
was selected according to the following criteria:

1) successful completion of a class in phonetic transcription 
methods with a course grade of B or better to ensure basic 
knowledge and skills in phonetic transcription procedures;

2) responding to a pure tone hearing screening administered by 
the investigator at 20 dB HL at .5, 1, 2, and 4kHz (ASHA, 1984) 

according to ANSI (1978) standards to ensure minimal hearing 
acuity for the perceptual transcription task in this study;
3) obtaining a word recognition score of 96% or better on an 
audiotaped modified 25-word list (Griffiths, 1967) presented at

50 dB HL through headphones in an audidogical sound booth by 

the investigator at the University of Montana (Appendix A) to 
ensure adequate speech recognition skills at conversational 

loudness for the perceptual transcription task in this study;

4) reportedly normal or corrected vision to ensure adequate

23
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visual acuity for the perceptual trsmscription task in this 

study;
5) obtaining correct/incorrect consonant agreement of 75% or 

better (Amorosa, et al., 1985; Henderson, 1938; Norris, Harden,
& BeU, 1980; Shriberg, Kwiatkowski, & Hoffman, 1984) on the 
Grand Quiz on Phonetics Tape 4-A from Shriberg and Kent's (1982) 
training program to ensure current minimal competency for 
performing the phonetic transcription task in this study 
(Appendix B) ;

6) no previous contact with either of the two children selected 
as speakers for the study to decrease the possibility oftran- 
scriptLon bias related to speaker familiarity.

Each subject completed a survey addressing previous transcription 
experience utilizing audiotaped and videotaped recordings as weOQ. as 

previous clinical experience. A copy of the survey and a summary of 
results may be found in Appendix C .

Speakers

Two male children ages 4:3 and 3:8 years were chosen as speakers 
for the stimulus tapes. The children were selected according to the 
following criteria:

1) enrollment in speech therapy locally due to the presence of 

an articulation problem;
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2) responding to a pure tone hearing screening administered by 
the investigator at 20 dB HL at .5, 1, 2, and 4kHz according to 

ANSI (1978) methods in an audiological sound booth at the 

University of Montana;
3) the absence of any physical or mental handicapping condi
tions as reported by their parents;
4) a match for mean length of utterance (MLU) (Chapman, 1981) 
such that both children had an MLU of 4.4;
5) a Percent Consonants Correct (PCC) (Shriberg & Kwiatkowski, 
1982) modified intelligibility rating on single word production 
(rather than connected speech) such that one child received a 
score of 85% in the mild-moderate category and one child 
received a score of 50% in the moderate-severe category 
(Appendix D) .

Stimulus Tapes

Two videotapes were prepared as stimuli for the present study. The 
videotapes were recorded using an Hitachi VMS portable VTR (Model VT- 
7A) , a Panasonic video camera (Model WV3160), and two T-120 Scotch VHS 

videocassette tapes. The audio portion of the videotapes was enhanced 
utilizing a Nakamichi cassette deck (Model BX-1) , a TOA-FM wireless 

microphone, and a TOA tuner (Model WT-02). A schematic of the 

recording system may be found in Appendix E. The videotape and 

audiotape recordings were prepared in the recording laboratory of the 

Communication Sciences and Disorders Department at the University of
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Montana. A head and shoulders view of each child was recorded on each 
videotape.

Each recording consisted of the investigator administering the 44- 

item Sounds-in-Words subtest of the Goldman-Fristoe Test of Articula

tion (GFTA) (1969) tao a child. The GFTA is a single word articulation 
test and was chosen as the experimental stimulus for this study since 
practicing clinicians typically use single word articulation tests for 
diagnosis and assessment of children with articulation errors. 

Administration time of the GFTA is short and the pictures on tJie 
Sounds-in-Words subtest represent vocabulary familiar to most children 
(Goldman & Fristoe, 1969). The stimulus plates each contain one color 
picture of an object which allowed the investigator to provide a 
minimal fifbeen-second period after a speaker's production of a word 
before introducing the next stimulus plate. This fifteen-second time 

period allowed adequate time for subjects to listen to the speaker's 
production of a word and turanscribe the whole word on tbe scoring form 
before attending to tbe next word. Additional trancription time was 
provided by pausing tJie recording if requested by a subject.

The investigator presented each stimulus plate on the Sounds-in- 

Words subtest of the GFTA to the speaker according to the protocol 
outlined in the test manual (Goldman & Fristoe, 1969) . If the speaker 

could not remember the name of a picture the investigator provided an 

indirect model to obtain a spontaneous response (e.g., "This is a 

house. What is this?"). If the speaker turned his head away from the
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house. What is this?"), If the speaker turned his head away from the 
camera or became distracted (e.g. coughed) during the production of a 

word, he was reminded to look at the camera and was asked to repeat 
the word. These procedures were foOowed to ensure the visual and 
auditory clarity of the production of all 44 words.

Reliability of Stimulus Tapes

Interobserver reliability of the whole word phonetic transcriptions 

was established by two non-subject observers using the same equipment 
and conditions described in the experimental condition below. Both 

non-subject observers were selected according to the subject selection 
criteria previously described (see Appendices A-C). The two observers 

were not chosen as subjects because they were unable to make a long
term time commitment to the present study. The observers individually 
listened to and phonetically transcribed each videotape under two 
media conditions, audio-only and audio-visual. The order of condition 

presentation was counterbalanced between the observers. The same 
speaker was not listened to in both conditions on the same day. A 

minimal half-hour break was offered between the two condition presen
tations listened to on the same day to reduce fatigue. A  minimal one- 

week break was provided before the other two conditions were tran

scribed (see Appendix F). Whde word phonetic transcriptions were 

obtained for each of the 44 test items for each speaker. There were a 

total of 127 consonants and 69 vowels (total=196 sounds) for the 

intelligible speaker and 99 consonants and 67 vowels (total=166
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sounds) jfor the uninteUigible speaker (see Appendix G). A percentage 

of agreement was obtained on a point-by-pcdnt comparison. Disagree
ments were discussed and the tapes replayed as often as necessary 
until differences were resolved and one transcription key was agreed 

upon for each speaker (see Appendix H). These scoring keys were used 
as the basis of comparison of the experimental subject data for 
obtaining interobserver and intraobserver reliability measures.

Appendix G provides a summary of the consonant and vowel charac
teristics presented by each speaker on the stimulus tapes and agreed 
upon for tJie transcription scoring keys. Few differences existied 

between the intelligible and unintelligible speakers when percentages 
of consonant characteristics were compared. The intelligible speaker 

used higher percentages of liquids, rhotic/palatals, velars, and 
voiced consonants and the unintelligible speaker used higher per

centages of stop-plosives, nasals, bilabials, and voiceless con
sonants. Most percentages of difference in consonant use between the 

two speakers did not exceed 6% except for liquids (11%) . When vowel 
usage percentages were compared, the unintelligible speaker used 

higher percentages of high, front, back, tense, and unrounded vowels. 
The intelligible speaker used higher percentages of mid, central, lax, 

and rounded vowels. Percentages of difference in vowel use tended to 
be approximately 10% when -tongue height and advancement were compared 

and approximately 4% when tenseness of production and degree of lip 
rounding were considered. Therefore, -the two speakers used ap-
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proximately the same percentages of consonant and vowel characteris- 

tdcs in the speech samples presented to the subjects in this study.

Experimental Condition

Videotapes were presented to the subjects utilizing an Hitachi VHS 
portable V T R  (Model VT-7A), an Hitachi random access tuner (model VT- 

T67A), and a JVC Telstar color monitor (Model C-2073US). The audio 
portion of the videotape was presented utilizing a Pioneer stereo 
amplifier (Model A-5) and one Boston Acoustics (Model A40) speaker. A 
schematic of the recording playback may be found in Appendix E.

Subjects individually observed the videotapes with the investigator 

in the recording laboratory of the Communication Sciences and Disor
ders Department at the University of Montana. Each subject was seated 

at a table directly feeing the color monitor not more than five feet 
away (Erber, 1971). Tape loudness presentation levels were set at 55 

dB HL as measured by a General Radio Company sound level meter (Model 
1565-A) reading obtained by the investigator next to the subject’s 

chair.

Tape stimuli were presented in two media conditions^ audio-only and 

audio—visual, for each speaker. This was accomplished by use of the 

color monitor during audio-visual presentations and by turning off the 

color monitor during audio-only presentations. Therefore, each 

subject listened to each speaker on two different occasions in each of 

the two media for a total of four experimental conditions:
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1) Audio-intelligible?

2) Audio-uidntelligihle;
3) Audiovisual-4ntsiI]igible; and

4) Audiovisual-uninteQlLglhLe.
The four expérimental conditions were utilized to provide a means to 
obtain subject data for comparison of interobserver and intraobserver 
reliability of whole word broad phonetic transcriptions obtained from 

audiotaped recordings and videotaped recordings and to assess the 
influence of inteDigibiiity on whole word broad phonetic transcrip
tions obtained from the two media. In addition, the use of the same 
audiotaped recording in both the audio-only and audio-visual condi

tions for each speaker insured a consistent auditory input for the 
purpose of determining the effects of visual cues on interobserver and 
intraobserver transcription reliability.

The presentation of tapes was counterbalanced across all conditions 
such that no two subjects listened to the four conditions in the same 
order or heard the same speaker on the same day (see Appendix F) to 

control for possible interactions between order of presentation and 

learning effects. Each subject listened to each experimental condi

tion two times during the study. First, each experimental condition 
was presented to each subject in the assigned counterbalanced order 

presented in Appendix F. On Day 1, the first two experimental 

conditions were presented to each subject. A half-hour break was 

offered between conditions on each day to reduce fatigue (Shriberg & 

Kent, 1982). On Day 2, which took place at least one week after Day
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1, the second two experimental conditions were presented to each 
subject. On Day 3, which took place at least one week after Day 2, 

each subject listened to the jSrst two experimental conditions in 

reverse order. On Day 4, which took place at least one week after Day 
3, each subject listened to the second two experimental conditions in 
reverse order. The subject data obtained from Day 1, Day 2, Day 3, 
and Day 4 were used to determine interobserver reliability (Day 1 
versus Day 2, Day 3 versus Day 4) and intraobserver reliability (Day 1
versus Day 3, Day 2 versus Day 4) .

Each subject was provided with a transcription sheet which included 
a list of the stimulus words to be transcribed and a space next to 

each word for the whole word broad phonetic transcription. Passage 
familiarity has been cited as influencing intelligibility estimates by 
listeners (Beukelman & Yorkston, 1980) and as a possible influence 

decreasing validity of transcription (Shriberg & Kent, 1982) . 
However, a written gloss of intended production for whole word 
phonetic transcription is typically recommended (Shriberg & Kent,

1982) . Since clinicians typically utilize an articulation test 

scoring form which provides a written gloss of intended production and 

this study is designed in part to address issues of clinical relevance 

to practicing clinicians, a written gloss was provided for the

subjects. In addition, if a stimulus word had been repeated more than 

once by the speaker, a notation was placed beside that word on the 

transcription sheet indicating which production the subject was to 

transcribe, A key was also provided on each transcription sheet to
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Appendix H. In addition, a phoneme transcription key was provided for 

each subject to decrease the possibility of inaccurate transcriptions 

due to subject inability to recall a phonemic symbol.
Each subject was allowed to listen or look and listen to each 

stimulus word one time. Shriberg and Kent (1982) recommended listen
ing to a word a maximum of two times when phonetically transcribing. 

Sufficient controls were provided to enhance whole word broad phonetic 
transcription following only one presentation by controlling -the 
loudness of stimulus presentations, and by providing optimal audio- 
only and audio-visual clarity, a phoneme transcription key, and a 
minimal fifteen-second time period in which to transcribe. Each 
subject was instructed to enhance visual input during the audio-visual 

condition for each speaker by attending to tiie color monitor. Each 
subject was instructed not to discuss transcription findings outside 

of the recording laboratory.

Measurement, Design, and Analysis

Sixteen subjects performed whole word broad phonetic transcriptions 

of the Sounds-in-Words subtest of the Gold man- Fristoe Test of Articu

lation (G F T A ) (1969) in four conditions:

1) Audio—intelligible;
2 ) A udio-u nintelligible ?

3) Audiovisual-intelligible; and

4) Audiovisual-unintelligible.
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4) Audiovisual-unintelligible.

Each subject listened to each condition two times during the ex

perimental study £or a total of eight transcriptions per subject.

Interobserver Reliability Design

A 2x2x2 repeated measures split-plot factorial design (time/intel- 
Hgibihty/media) was utilized for the present study with repeated 
measures over the three factors. This design was used to answer the 
interobserver component of both research questions. The use of
Pearson product-moment correlations was originally planned to partial
ly answer the interobserver reliability components of both research 

questions but was found to be inappropriate for the data analysis (see 
Endnote 1).

Interobserver Reliability Measurement

The eight whole word broad phonetic transcriptions obtained from 

each subject were scored according to the transcriptions keys on a 

point-by-point basis. The percenizage of agreements ( [total # of 

agreements/total # of agreements + disagreements] x 100) obtained by 

each subject was recorded for each phonetic transcription in each 

medium condition for a total of eight scores per subject (two scores 

per condition) :

1) Audio-intelligible;

2) Audio-unintelligible;
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3) AudiovisuaI~intjRl1igible; and
4) Audiovisual-u nintaDigible.

Interobserver Retiahftity Analysis

A 2x2x2 (1dme/inteinigibi2ity/inedia) analysis-of-vaidance (ANOVA) 
was performed to determine whether significant main effects were 
present for any of the factors or interactions between factors which 

might have affected the interobserver reliability obtained on the 
whole word phonetic transcriptions. There were two levels per factor 
(Time 1, Time 2, Intelligible, Unintelligible, Audio-only, Audio
visual! so no follow-up tests were required. The A N O V A  was obtained 

utilizing t±te Ullrich-Pitz program on the University of Montana 
DECSYSTEM-2065 (DECA) , TOPS 20 mainframe computer. In addition, 

percentage agreement data were collapsed at both transcription times 
such tiiat interobserver reliability was first compared between the two 
recording conditions (audio and audio-visual) and then compared 
between t±ie two intelligibility conditions (intelligible and unintel

ligible) .

Intraobserver Reliability Design
A percentage of agreement ( [total # of agreements/total # of 

agreements + disagreements] x 100) design was utilized for the present 

study. This design was used to answer the intraobserver reliability 

component of both research questions. The use of Pearson product- 

moment correlations was originally planned to answer the intraobserver
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reliability components of both research questions but was found to be 

inappropriate for the data analysis (see Endnote 1) .

Intraobserver Reliability Measurement

The two whole word broad phonetic transcriptions obtained from each 

subject in each condition were compared on a pcint-by-point basis with 
the transcription keys (see Interobserver Reliability Measurement) . 
Data were collapsed such that the percentage of agreement in each of 

the two transcription times in each experimental condition was 
recorded for each subject for a total of eight scores per subject (two 
scores per condition) :

1) Audio-only ;

2) Audio-visual;
3) Intelligible; and

4) Unintelligible.

Intraobserver Reliability Analysis

The two percentages of agreement obtained in each condition for 

each subject were compared to determine the effect of time between 

transcriptions on intraobserver reliability. Percentages of dif

ference between the two transcriptions in each condition were calcu

lated for each subject.
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Descriptive Design

A percentage of agreement design was utilized to describe the 
overall agreements and disagreements on all sounds transcribed 
correctly and incorrectly. This design was utilized to describe the 

types of errors made in each of the experimental conditions.

Descriptive Measurement

All phonemes transcribed were tallied in each experimental condi
tion at both transcription times. Percentzages of agreement were 
calculated £br all sounds, for consonants only, and for vowels only.

Descriptive Analysis

Data were collapsed such that descriptive results were analyzed in 

four conditions: audio-only, audio-visual, intelligible, and unintel
ligible. The percentage of all sounds transcribed correctly and 

incorrectly in each condition were reported. For purposes of this 
study errors were analyzed and percentages were reported relative to 

total trancription errors rather than to the frequency of occurrence 

of various consonant and vowel characteristics on the scoring key. 

Results should be interpreted accordingly. The percentages of all 

sounds transcribed incorrectly which were errors on consonants and 

vowels were reported. The percentages of all consonants which were
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transcribed incorrectly were analyzed and reported for place, manner, 

and vcdrdng characteristics. The percentages of all consonants 
transcribed incorrectly which were substitution, omission, or addition 
transcription errors were also reported. The percentages of all 

vowels which were transcribed incorrectly were analyzed and reported 

for the characteristics of tenseness of production, lip configuration 
during production, and tongue position during production. The 
percentages of all vowels transcribed incorrectly which were substitu
tion, omission, or addition transcription errors were also reported.

Investigator Reliability

Interobserver agreement was calculated on the scoring of subject 
transcriptions A>r the interobserver and intraobserver analyses 
between the investigator and one of the non-subject observers de
scribed earlier. Eight subject transcriptions were independently 

scored utilizing the scoring key. In addition, eight subject tran

scriptions were independently scored for intraobserver analysis. 
Agreement between the investigator and the non-subject observer was 

97% for each type of scoring procedure.
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CH A P T E R  3

RESULTS

Results axe presented in two sections which correspond with the two 

research questions posed for this study. The first section describes 
the effiects of high quality audiotaped recordings versus high quality 
audio-videotaped recordings on the interobserver and intraobserver 
reliability calculated from whde word broad phonetic transcriptions. 

The second section describes the effect of speaker intelligibility on 
interobserver and intraobserver reliability of whole word broad 
phonetic transcriptions calculated from audiotaped and audio

videotaped recordings. Each section is divided into three subsections: 
interobserver reliability, intraobserver reliability, and a descrip
tive analysis of the data.

38
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Audiotaped versus Audio-Videotaped Recordings 

Interobserver Reüabiüjty

m  order to determine the relative effiects of audiotaped versus 
audio-videotaped recordings on the interobserver reGiability calcu
lated from whole word broad phonetic transcriptions, a 2x2x2 
(time/intelligibility/media) analysds-of-variance (ANOVA) was uti
lized. Results are shown in Table 1 and indicate no main effect 
occurred for the recording media [F (1,15)=.31; NS] or time of presen
tation [F (1,15) =1.40; NS]. In addition. Table 1 shows there were no 
sLgnificant interactions between the recording media and time of 
transcription [F (1,15) =.916, NS] or between the recording media and 

the degree of intelligibility of the speaker [F (1,15)=.05; NS] . Thus, 
interobserver reliability calculated from whole word broad phonetic 

transcriptions was not significantly affected by the audiotaped versus 

audio-videotaped recordings regardless of the intelligibility of the 
speaker or elapsed time between transcriptions,

Point-by-pcint percentages of agreement were calculated on all 

transcribed sounds for all subjects at Time 1 (Tl) and Time 2 (T2) in 

both recording conditions with the data collapsed across the 

intelligibility fector. Subject agreement on all transcribed sounds 

was 84% at Tl,T2 for the audio-only condition and 83% at Tl and 84% at 

T2 for the audio-visual condition. Results, Figure 1, indicated
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TABLE 1 . Results of analysis-of-variance (ANOVA) 
(time/intelligibility/media) for 16 subjects.

40

Sources of Variance MS df F P

T irae .000847 1 1 .40 .25

Intelligibility . 182053 1 113.13 .00-”-
Time/Intelligibility .000124 1 0.31 . 59
Media .000065 1 0.31 . 59
T ime/Medi a .000261 1 0.92 . 64

Intelligibility/Media .000012 1 0.05 .82

Significant at p<.OI
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FIGURE 1 . Point-by-poinC percentages of agreement among 
sixteen subjects on all transcribed sounds in the audio- 
only (AO) and audio-visual (AV) recording conditions at 
Time 1 (Tl) and Time 2 (T2) with the data collapsed across 
the intelligibility factor.
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paLnt-by-point interobseirver percentages of agreement calculated on 
whole word broad phonetic transcriptions were equivalent at both Tl 
and T2 for audiotaped and audio-videotaped recordings when the data 
were collapsed across the factor of intelligibility.

Intraobserver Reliability

In order to determine the effects of the two recording media on 
intraobserver reliability calculated from whole word broad phonetic 
transcriptions, point by point percentages of agreement with reference 
to the transcription scoring keys were calculated from all transcribed 
sounds for each subject in each recording condition at both transcrip

tion times with the data collapsed across the factor of intelligibili
ty. Results, Table 2, showed intraobserver agreement ranged from 80% 

to 87% at Tl and from 79% to 89% at T 2 in the audio-only condition and 
from 80% to 89% at Tl and from 80% to 91% at T2 in the audio-visual 
condition. Intraobserver variability between Time 1 and Time 2 tran

scriptions ranged from 0% to 3% (Mean=l%) in the audio-only condition 

and from 0% to 7% (Mean=2%) in the audio-visual condition. Results in 
Table 2 indicated subjects tended to be equally consistent on whole 

word broad phonetic transcriptions between Tl and T2, with reference 

to the scoring keys, in both recording conditions regardless of 

recording medium.

As Table 2 also indicated, the seven subjects with more clinical 

experience (indicated by '**") had intraobserver agreement percentages
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TABLE 2 , Intraobserver point-by-point percentages of 
agreement for each of 16 subjects in the audio-only 
and audio-visual recording conditions with percentages 
of difference between Time 1 (Tl) and Time 2 (T2).
Data are collapsed across the intelligibility factor.
*=speech/language pathologist +=student

43

Audio-only Audio-Visual
Subject Tl % T2 % %dif Tl % T2 % %d i f

1 + 85 83 2 85 85 0
2* 84 82 2 88 81 7
3+ 82 84 2 83 82 1
4 + 82 84 2 81 84 3
5* 83 84 1 83 84 1
6 + 87 89 2 89 91 2
7 + 85 85 0 84 87 3
8 + 82 83 1 83 82 1
9+ 81 82 1 80 82 2

10+ 80 80 0 81 82 1
11 + 86 84 2 86 85 1
12* 81 82 1 80 80 0
13* 80 82 2 79 84 5
14* 87 87 0 83 87 4

15* 86 ' 83 3 84 87 3
16* 84 84 0 84 84 0
Range=
Mean=

80-87
83

79-89
84

0-3
1

80-89
83

80-91
84

0-7
2
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equivalent to those of the nine subjects with less clinical experience 
during both recording conditions. Variability between the two 

transcription times in the audio-only condition ranged fix>m 0% to 3% 
(mean=l%) for the experienced subjects and from 0% to 2% (mean=l%) for 

the less experienced subjects. Variability between the two transcrip
tion times in the audio-visual condition ranged from 0% to 7% 

(mean=3%) for the experienced subjects and from 0% to 3% (mean=2%) for 
the less experienced subjects. Experienced subjects were slightly 
more variable in the audio-visual condition. These results indicated 
essentially no differences in intraobserver agreement on broad whole 

word phonetic transcriptions in both recording conditions regardless 
of the amount of clinical transcription experience.

Descriptive Analyses

Analyses of the data were performed in order to describe all 
targeted sounds transcribed by all subjects at Time 1 and Time 2 

during the audio-only and audio-visual recording conditions. The data 

were collapsed across the intelligibility fector.

Descriptive analyses are reported in three sections. The Srst 

section reports the percentage of all target sounds transcribed 

incorrectly (sound errors=SEs) . The second section describes con

sonants transcribed incorrectly (consonant errors=CEs) as a percentage 

of total SEs, as percentages of total CEs by place, manner, and 

vcdcLng characteristics, and as percentages of total CES which were
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substitution, ondssdon, or addition errors. The third section 
describes vowels transcribed incorrectly (vowel errors=VEs) as a 

percentage of total SEs, as percentages of total VEs according to the 
characteristics of tenseness/lax ness, lip configuration, and tongue 
position (firont, central, back, high, mid, low), and as percentages of 

total VEs which were substitution, omission, or addition errors. Each 
analysis was performed on both recording conditions, audio-only (AO) 

and audio-visual (AV), at both transcription times. As noted previ

ously, consonant and vowel characteristics were analyzed relative to 
total transcription errors rather than to the frequency of occurrence 
of each characteristic on the scoring keys. Thus results should be 

interpreted accordingly.

Sound Errors (SEs)

The percentage of SEs which occurred in the AO condition was 16% at 

both Time 1 (Tl) and Time T (T2) . The percentages of SEs which
occurred on all transcribed sounds in the AV condition were 17% at Tl 

and 16% at T2. Thus, the percentages of all sounds transcribed 

incorrectly were equivalent for the two recording conditions, audio

taped and audio-videotaped, at both transcription times.

Consonants

The percentages of total SEs which were transcription errors on 

consonants (CEs) in the AO condition were 49% at Tl and 48% at T2.
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FIGURE 2 . Percentages of all sounds transcribed incorrectly 
which occurred on consonants and vowels in the audio-only 
(AO) and audio-visual (AV) recording conditions at Time 1 
(Tl) and Time 2 (T2) with the data collapsed across the 
intelligibility factor.
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The percentages of total SEs which were CEs in the AV condition were 

47% at Tl and 46% at T2. Results, Figure 2, indicated approximately 

half of ail transcription errors were errors on consonants in both 
recording conditions at both transcription times.

Total CEs were analyzed according to place of production. 
Percentages of total CEs were calculated for the following places of 
articulation : bilabial, labiodental, linguadental, alveolar, palatal, 
labial/velar, velar, rhotic/palatal, and glottal. (Figure 3). The 
percentages of CEs which occurred on alveolar sounds were 62% at Tl 
and 61% at T2 during the AO condition and 63% at T1,T2 during the AV 
condition. Transcription errors occurred on consonants in all other 
places of production with similar percentages between Tl and T2 less 
than or equal to 13% during both recording conditions. Thus, almost 
two-thirds of the CEs occurred on alveolar consonants during both 

recording conditions at both transcription times. The remainder of 
CEs during both recording conditions at Time 1 and Time 2 occurred in 

approximately equal percentages on consonants in the other eight 
places of production. Thus, essentially no differences existed 

between the audio-only and audio-visual recording conditions at both 

transcription times when place of production consonant transcription 

errors were analyzed.

Total CEs were also analyzed according to manner of production. 

Percentages of total CEs were calculated for the folowing manners of 

production: stop-plosives, fricatives, affricates, nasals, liquids.
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FIGURE 3 . Percentages of all consonants transcribed incor
rectly by place of production in the audio-only (AO) and 
audio-visual (AV) recording conditions at Time 1 (Tl) and 
Time 2 (T2) with the data collapsed across the intelligibi- 
lity factor.
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FIGURE 4 . Percentages of all consonants transcribed incor
rectly by manner of production in the audio-only (AO) and 
audio-visual (AV) recording conditions at Time 1 (Tl) and 
Time 2 (T2) with the data collapsed across the intelligi
bility factor.
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and glides (ELgtire 4). Errors occurred on staop-plosives with
percentages of 34% at Tl and 33% at T2 in both recording conditions. 

Errors occurred on fricatives with percentages of 32% at Tl and 33% at 

T2 in the AO condition and 36% at T1,T2 in the AV condition. Errors 
occurred on affricates» nasals, liquids» and glides with equivalent 
percentages between Time 1 and Time 2 less than or equal to 13% in the 
AO condition and less than or equal to 12% in the AV  condition. These 
results indicated approximately one-third of all CEs occurred on stop- 
plosives and approximately one-third of all CEs occurred on fricatives 
during both recording conditions at both transcription times. The 
remaining CEs occurred with similar percentages on affricates, nasals, 
liquids, and glides in both recording conditions at both transcription 

times. Thus, essentially no differences existed between the audio- 
only and audio-visual recording conditions at both transcription times 

when manner of production consonant transcription errors were ana

lyzed.

Total CEs were analyzed according to voiced and voiceless produc

tion (Figure 5) . Transcription errors occurred on voiceless con

sonants with percentages of 42% at Tl and 43% at T2 in the AO condi

tion and 43% at Tl and 44% at T2 in the AV condition. Transcription 

errors occurred on voiced consonants with percentages of 58% at Tl and 

57% at T2 in the AO condition and 57% at Tl and 56% at T2 in the AV 

condition. Results indicated slightly more than one-half of the 

consonant transcription errors occurred on voiced consonants and 

slightly less than one-half of the CEs occurred on voiceless con-
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FIGURE 5 . Percentages of all consonants transcribed incor
rectly on voiced and voiceless consonants in the audio-only 
(AO) and audio-visual (AV) recording conditions at Time 1 
(Tl) and Time 2 (T2) with the data collapsed across the 
intelligibility factor.
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sonants during both recording conditions at both transcription times. 
Thus, essentdaily no differences existed between the audio-only and 

the audio-visual recording conditions at both transcription times when 
vciced/vcdceQess consonant transcription errors were analyzed.

Total CEs were further analyzed to determine the percentages of 
occurrence of substitution, omission, and addition transcription 

errors in the audio-only and audio-visual recording conditions at both 
transcription times (Figure 6) . The percentages of total CEs which 

were phoneme substitution errors were 60% at Tl and 59% at T2 in the 
AO condition and 59% at Tl,T2 in the AV condition. The percentages of 

total CEs which were consonant omission errors were 20% at Tl and 21% 
at T2 in both recording conditions. The percentages of total CEs 

which were addition errors were 20% at Tl,T2 in the AO condition and 
21% at Tl,T2 in the AV condition. Thus, during both recording 

conditions at both transcription times the majority of transcription 
errors were substitution errors. Approximately the same percentages 

of omission errors as addition errors were present in both recording 

conditions at both transcription times. Essentially no differences 

existed between the two recording conditions during both transcription 

times when transcription error types (substitutions, omissions, 

additions) were analyzed.

Total consonant transcription substitution errors, omission errors, 

and addition errors were each analyzed according to place and manner 

of articulation (Table 3) . Results indicated the majority of
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FIGURE 6 . Percentages of all consonants transcribed 
incorrectly which were substitution, omission, or 
addition errors in the audio-only (AO) and audio
visual (AV) recording conditions at Time 1 (Tl) and 
Time 2 (T2) with the data collapsed across the intel
ligibility factor.
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TABLE 3 . Percentages of all consonant subtitution errors, 
omission errors, and addition errors each anlyzed accord
ing to place and manner of articulation in the audio-only 
and audio-visual recording conditions at Time 1 and Time 
2 with the data collapsed across the intelligibility fac
tor .

TIME 1 TIME 2
Audio-only Audio-Visual Audio-only Audio-Visual

PLACE S 0 A S 0 A S 0 A S 0 A
Bilabial 5 11 0 4 7 0 4 6 0 2 9 1
Labiodental 2 1 0 1 0 1 2 1 1 2 1 0
Linguadental 1 0 1 2 0 0 2 0 0 2 0 1
Alveolar 65 68 47 67 69 54 62 71 50 64 73 49
Palatal 13 7 10 13 6 4 14 6 9 14 7 8
Rhotic/Palatal 3 0 20 3 1 21 6 0 23 4 0 27

Labial/Velar 2 2 16 3 3 13 2 4 7 2 4 8
Velar 9 12 3 7 13 7 8 13 9 9 6 2

Glottal 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 4

MANNER S 0 A S 0 A S 0 A S 0 A
Stop-Plosives 18 74 42 17 72 46 17 69 44 18 69 52

Fricatives 49 6 9 53 5 15 49 7 13 54 7 13

Affricates 10 0 0 8 0 0 12 0 0 10 0 0

Nasals 13 9 0 10 9 0 9 10 1 8 10 ■I

Liquids 8 2 24 9 4 22 11 4 27 9 3 31

Glides 2 9 25 3 9 17 2 10 15 2 11 16

S=Substitution
0=0mission
A=Addition
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transcription substitution errors occurred on alveoJar fricative 
consonants in both recording conditions at both transcription times. 

The majority of transcription omission and addition errors occurred on 
alveolar stop-plosive consonants in both recording conditions at both 

transcription times. Thus, essentially no differences existed between 
the audio-only and audio-visual recording conditions when the place 
and manner characteristics of consonant error types were analyzed.

Consonant Summary

Results indicated approximately half of all sounds transcribed 

incorrectly were consonants during both the audio-only and audio
visual recording conditions at both transcription times. Consonants 

which were transcribed incorrectly (CEs) with reference to the scoring 
key were analyzed according to place, manner, and voicing charac
teristics and according to transcription error types (substitutions, 

omissions, additions) with the data collapsed across the factor of 

intelligibility. Descriptive analyses revealed voiced alveolar 

fricatives and stop-plosives were most frequently transcribed incor

rectly at both transcription times during both recording conditions. 

The majority of transcription errors on consonants according to error 

type were substitutions of other sounds for alveolar fricatives during 

both recording conditions at both transcription times. Omission and 

addition errors occurred most frequently on alveolar stop-plosives 

during both recording conditions at both transcription times. Thus, 

essentially no differences were present between the audio-only and
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audio-visual recording conditions at both transcription times when 

whcQe word broad phonetic transcriptions of consonants were analyzed.

Vowels

The percentages of alL sounds transcribed incorrectly (SEs) which 

were transcription errors on vowels (VEs) in the AO condition were 51% 
at Tl and 52% at T2. The percentages of SEs which were VEs in the AV 
condition were 53% at Tl and 54% at T2. Results, Figure 2, indicated 

approximately half of all transcription errors were errors on vowels 
in both recording conditions at both transcription times.

The percentages of total VEs which were errors on diphthongs were 

1% at Tl and 2% at T2 in the AO condition and 3% at Tl and 2% at T2 in 
the AV condition. Thus, there were essentially no differences between 
the audio-only and audio-visual recording conditions at both tran

scription times when diphthong transcription errors were analyzed. 

Diphthong errors were included in the total count of VEs during vowel 

characteristic analyses for this study. Therefore, vowel error 

percentages do not total 100% for the results reported in the remain

der of this section.

Total VEs were analyzed according to the characteristics of 

tenseness and laxness of production. The percentages of VEs which 

occurred on tense vowels were 40% at Tl and 38% at T2 in the AO 

condition and 41% at Tl and 38% at T2 in the AV condition. The
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FIGURE 7 . Percentages of all vowels transcribed incorrect
ly which occurred on tense and lax vowels in the audio- 
only (AO) and audio-visual (AV) recording conditions at 
Time 1 (Tl) and Time 2 (T2) with the data collapsed across 
the intelligibility factor.
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percentages of VEs which occurred on lax vowels were 59% at Tl and 60% 
at T2 in the AO condition and 56% at Tl and 58% at T2 in the AV 

condition. Results^ Figure 7, indicated more transcription errors
occurred on lax vowels than on tense vowels during the two recording 

conditions at both transcription times. Thus, essentially no dif
ferences were present between the audio-only and audio-visual record
ing conditions at both transcription times when transcription errors 
on tense and lax vowels were analyzed.

Total VEs were also analyzed according to the characteristic of lip 
configuration (i.e. rounded and unrounded) during production. The 
percentages of VEs which occurred on rounded vowels were 28% at Tl and 
26% at T2 in the AO condition and 27% at Tl and 24% at T2 in the AV 

condition. The percentages of VEs which occurred on unrounded vowels 

were 70% at Tl and 72% at T2 in the AO condition and 70% at Tl and 74% 
at T2 in the AV condition. Results, Figure 8, indicated almost t±iree- 

fiDurths of all VEs occurred on unrounded vowels during both recording 

conditions at both transcription times. Essentially no differences 
were present between the audio-only and audio-visual recording 

conditions at both transcription times when transcription errors on 

rounded and unrounded vowels were analyzed.

Total VEs were further analyzed according to tongue position 

(i.e.tongue advancement and tongue height) during production. The 

characteristic of tongue advancement (i.e. front, central back) was 

analyzed first. The percentages of total VEs which occurred on front
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FIGURE 8 . Percentages of all vowels transcribed incorrect
ly which occurred on rounded and unrounded vowels in the 
audio-only (AO) and audio-visual (AV) recording conditions 
at Time 1 (Tl) and Time 2 (T2) with Che data collapsed 
across the intelligibility factor.
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vowels were 55% at T1,T2 in the AO condition and 52% at Tl and 55% at 

T2 in the AV condition. The percentages of VEs which occurred on 
central vowels were 19% at Tl and 21% at T2 in the AO condition and 

21% at Tl,T2 in the AV condition. The percentages of total VEs which 

occurred on back vowels were 25% at Tl and 22% at T2 in the AO 
condition and 24% at Tl and 21% at T2 in the AV condition. Results, 

Figure 9, indicated about half of the vowels transcribed incorrectly 
were front vowels during both recording conditions at both transcrip

tion times. Percentages of error were similar for central and back 
vowels for both recording conditions at both transcription times. 

Thus, essentially no differences existed between the audio-only and 
audio-visual recording conditions at both transcription times when 
vowel transcription errors were analyzed according to the degree of 

tongue advancement.

Total VEs were also analyzed according to tongue height (i.e. 

high, mid, low) during production. The percentages of VEs which 

occurred on high vowels were 40% at T1,T2 in the AO condition and 39% 

at Tl and 42% at T2 in the AV condition. The percentages of VEs which 

occurred on mid vowels were 51% at Tl,T2 in the AO condition and 52% 
at Tl and 49% at T2 in the AV condition. The percentages of VEs which 

occurred on low vowels were 8% at T1,T2 in the AO condition and 7% at 

T1,T2 in the AV condition. Results, Figure 10, indicated the majority 

of VEs occurred on high and mid vowels during both recording condi

tions at both transcription times. Essentially no differences were 

present between the audio-only and audio-visual recording conditions
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and Time 2 (T2) with the data collapsed across the intel- 
ligbility factor .
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at both transcription tunes when vowel transcription errors were 
analyzed according to tongue height.

Total VEs were analyzed to determine the percentages of occurrence 
of transcription substitution, omission, cind addition errors in the 
two recording conditions at Time 1 and Time 2. The percentages of VEs 

which were phoneme substitution errors were 74% at T1,T2 in both the 
AO condition and the AV condition. The percentages of VEs which were 

vowel addition errors were 12% at Tl,T2 in both recording conditions. 
The peroentages of VEs which were vowel addition errors were 14% at Tl 
and 16% at T2 in the AO condition and 13% at Tl,T2 in the AV condi
tion. Results, Figure 11, indicated the majority of transcription 

errors on vowels in both recording conditions at both transcription 

times were transcription substitution errors. Approximately the same 
percentages of addition errors were present as omission errors during 

both recording conditions at both transcription times. Essentially no 

differences existed between the audio-only and audio-visual recording 

conditions at both transcription times when vowel transcription errors 

according to error types (substitutions, omissions, additions) were 

analyzed.

Total vowel transcriptLon substitution errors, omission errors, and 

addition errors were each analyzed according to tenseness of produc

tion, lip configuration, tongue advancement, and tongue height- 

Results, Table 4, indicated the majority of transcription substitution 

errors occurred on unrounded high-front and mid-front vowels in both
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with the data collapsed across the intelligibility 
factor.
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TABLE 4 . Percentages of all vowel substitution errors, 
omission errors, and addition errors analyzed according 
to tenseness of production, lip configuration, tongue 
advancement, and tongue height in the audio-only (AO) 
and audio-visual (AV) recording condtions at Time 1 
and Time 2 with the data collapsed across the intelli
gibility factor.

TIME 1 TIME 2
AO AV AO AV

TENSENESS S 0 A S 0 A S 0 A S 0 A
Tense 47 17 21 48 21 21 45 21 14 45 20 14
Lax 51 81 77 49 79 78 53 67 84 52 80 85

LIP S 0 A S 0 A S 0 A S 0 A
Rounded 33 1 28 31 1 30 30 6 20 28 1 23
Unrounded 66 97 70 66 98 69 68 94 79 70 99 76

ADVANCEMENT S 0 A S 0 A S 0 A S 0 A

Front 57 82 19 53 79 24 58 81 23 58 79 21

Central 11 15 64 15 19 53 13 13 63 15 20 58

Back 30 1 16 28 3 22 27 4 12 25 1 19

HEIGHT S 0 A S 0 A S 0 A S 0 A

High 41 53 19 41 53 21 43 56 14 45 53 19

Mid 46 46 78 49 49 71 46 41 79 45 46 75
Low 11 0 2 8 1 7 9 3 6 8 1 5

S=Substitution
0=0mission
A=Addition
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recording conditions at both transcription times. The percentage of 
substitution errors was equivalent between tense and lax vowels in 

both recording conditions at both transcription times. The majority 
of transcription omission errors occurred on unrounded lax high-front 

and mid-front vowels in both recording conditions at both transcrip
tion times. The majority of transcription addition errors occurred on 
unrounded lax mid-central vowels in both recording conditions at both 
transcription times. Thus, essentially no differences were present 

between the audio-only and audio-visual recording conditions at both 
transcription times when the characteristics of the transcription 
error types were analyzed.

Vowel Summary

Results indicated approximately one-half of all sounds transcribed 

incorrectly were vowels during both recording conditions at both 

transcription times. Vowels which were transcribed incorrectly, VEs, 

were analyzed according to the characteristics of tenseness of 

production, lip contiguration, and tongue position, as well as error 

types (substitutions, omissions, and additions) with the data col

lapsed across the factor of intelligibility. Results revealed lax 

unrounded high-front and mid-front vowels were most frequently 

transcribed incorrectly. The majority of errors according to error 

type were phoneme substitutions in both recording conditions at both 

transcription times. Thus, essentially no differences were present
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between the audio-only and audio-visual recording conditions when 
whole word broad phonetic transcriptions of vowels were analyzed.

Summary of Audiotaped versus Audio-Videotaped Recordings

Analysis-of-variance (2x2x2, time by intelligibility by media) 

resuits indicated no significant main effects involving the two 
recording conditions, audio-only and audio-visual. Further analyses 
were performed with the data collapsed across the factor of intel

ligibility. Results indicated essentially no differences between the 
two recording conditions at both transcription times when interobser

ver agreement, intraobserver agreement, and errors which occurred on 
vowels and consonants were analyzed. That is, subjects did not appear 
to perform whole word broad phonetic transcriptions better from 

audiotaped recordings than from audio-videotaped recordings.

The next section will describe the effect of speaker intelligibil

ity on the interobserver and intraobserver reliability of whole word 

broad phonetic transcriptions. Descriptive results are also reported.
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Speaker InteüigihiHty: Intelligible versus Unintelligible 

Interobserver ReliabfKty

In order to determine the relative effects of speaker intel

ligibility on the interobserver reliability calculated from broad 

whole word phonetic transcriptions, a 2x2x2 (time/intelligibility/- 

media) analysis-of-variance (ANOVA) was utilized. Results, Table 1, 
indicated a main effect was found for the factor of intelligibility 
[F(1,15)=113.13; p<.01]. As noted previously, there was no sig

nificant interaction between intelligibility and the recording media 

[F(1,15)=.05; NS]. In addition, there was no significant interaction 

between the time of transcription and speaker intelligibility
[F (1,15)=.31; NS]. These results indicated a significant difference 

between the interobserver reliability percentages of agreement

calculated from whole word broad phonetic transcriptions obtained from 

the intelligible and the unintelligible speaker.

Point-by-pcdnt percentages of agreement were calculated on all 

transcribed sounds for all subjects at Time 1 (Tl) and Time 2 (T2) in

both recording conditions with data collapsed across the media factor. 

Subject agreement on all transcribed sounds was 87% at Tl and 88% at 

T2 in the intelligible condition and 80% at Tl,T2 in the unintelli

gible condition. Results, Figure 12, indicated point-by-polnt 

interobserver percentages of agreement calculated on whole word broad 

phonetic transcriptions were significantly higher for the intelligible
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FIGURE 12. Point-by-point percentages of agreement among 
sixteen subjects on all transcribed sounds in the intelli
gible (IN) and unintelligible (UI) conditions at Time 1 
(Tl) and Time 2 (T2) with the data collapsed across the 
media factor.
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condition than jfor the uriintellLgihle condition when data were 

collapsed across the media factor. Results were approximately 
equivalent between the two transcription times, however, suggesting 

the subjects were consistent across time regardless of speaker intel
ligibility.

Intraobserver Reliability

In order to determine the effects of intelligibility on intraobser

ver reliability calculated from whole word broad phonetic transcrip
tions, point-by-pcdnt percentages of agreement with reference to the 

transcription scoring keys were calculated from all transcribed sounds 

for each subject at both transcription times with data collapsed 

across the media factor (Endnote 2) . Results, Table 5, showed 

intraobserver agreement ranged from 80% to 90% at Time 1 and 85% to 

93% at Time 2 in the intelligible condition and from 75% to 83% at 

Time 1 and 75% to 87% at Time 2 in the unintelligible condition. 

Intraobserver variability ranged from 0% to 5% (mean=2%) in the 

intelligible condition and from 0% to 6% (mean=2%) in the unintel

ligible condition. Results, shown in Table 5, indicated subjects

tended to be consistent, with reference to the scoring keys, between 

Time 1 and Time 2 in both intelligibility conditions regardless of the 

degree of intelligibility.

As Table 5 also indicated, the seven subjects with more clmical 

experience (indicated by "*") had intraobserver agreement percentages
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TABLE 5 . Intraobserver point-by-point percentages of 
agreement for each of 16 subjects in the intelligible 
and unintelligible conditions with percentages of 
difference between Time 1 (Tl) and Time 2 (T2). Data 
are collapsed across the media factor.
*=speech/language pathologist +=student

Intelligible Unintelligible
Subject Tl % T2 % %d i f Tl % T2 % %dif

1 + 88 85 3 81 84 3
2* 89 86 3 83 77 6
3+ 88 89 1 78 78 0
4+ 87 87 0 77 80 3
5* 86 88 2 80 79 1
6+ 90 93 3 86 87 1
7 + 88 88 0 81 84 3
8+ 87 39 2 79 76 3
9 + 83 85 2 78 80 2

10+ 87 87 0 75 75 0
11 + 89 87 2 83 82 1
12- 87 86 1 75 77 2

13% 80 85 5 79 80 2

14- 89 91 2 8 1 83 2

1,5% 90 90 0 80 8 1 1
16% 89 88 1 79 81 1

Ra n ge = 
Mean=

80-90
87

85-93
88

0-5
2

75-83
80

75-87
80

0-6
2
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equivalent to the nine subjects with iess chnical experience for both 

intelligibility conditions. Variability between the two transcription 

times in the intelligible condition ranged from 0% to 5% (mean=2%) for 
the experienced subjects and from 0% to 3% (mean=l%) for the less 

experienced subjects. Variability between the two transcription times 
in the unintelligible condition ranged from 1% to 6% (mean=2%) for the 
experienced subjects and from 0% to 3% (mean=2%) for the less ex

perienced subjects. These results indicated essentially no differ

ences in intraobserver agreement on whole word broad phonetic tran
scriptions regardless of the amount of clinical experience.

Descriptive Analyses

Analyses of the data were performed in order to describe all 

targeted sounds transcribed by all subjects at Time 1 and Time 2 
during the intelligible (IN) and the unintelligible (UI) conditions.

The data were collapsed across the media factor. Descriptive analyses 

were performed and are reported as described in Section 1 (Audiotaped 

versus Audio-videotaped) for total transcription errors on sounds 

(SEs), on consonants (CEs), and on vowels (VEs) except analyses were 

performed on both intelligibility conditions. As noted previously, 

consonant and vowel characteristics were analyzed relative to total 

transcription errors rather than to the frequency of each characteris

tic on the scoring keys. Thus, results should be interpreted accord

ingly.
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Sound Errors

The percentages of sounds transcribed incorrectly (SEs) in the 

intelligible (IN) condition were 13% at Time 1 (Tl) and 12% at Time 2 

(T2). The percentages of SEs in the unintelligible (UI) condition 
were 20% at both Time 1 and Time 2. Results indicated more transcrip
tion errors occurred in the unintelligible condition than in the 

intelligible condition at both transcription times.

Consonants

The percentages of total SEs which were errors on consonants (CEs) 

were 52% at Tl and 49% at T 2 in the intelligible (IN) condition and 

45% at Tl,T2 in the unintelligible (UI) condition. Results^ Figure 
13, indicated slightly more errors were made on consonants in the 

intelligible than in the unintelligible condition at both transcrip

tion times. Overall, however, approximately half of all transcription 

errors on sounds were CEs in both intelligibility conditions at both 

transcription times.

Total CEs were analyzed according to place of production. 

Percentages of total CEs were calculated for the following places of 

articulation : bilabial, labiodental, linguadental, alveolar, palatal, 

labial/velar, velar, rhotic/palatal, and glottal (Figure 14). The 

percentages of CEs which occurred on cdvedar sounds were 65% at Tl 

and 63% at T2 in the IN condition and 61% at Tl and 62% at T2 in the
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FIGURE 1 3 . P e r c e n t a g e s  of all s o u n d s  t r a n s c r i b e d  i n c o r r e c t l y  
which o c c u r r e d  on c o n s o n a n t s  and v o w e l s  in the i n t e l l i g i b l e  
(IN) and u n i n t e l l i g i b l e  (UI) c o n d i t i o n s  at Time 1 (Tl) and 
Time 2 (T2) with the d a t a  c o l l a p s e d  a c r o s s  the media factor.
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UI condition. Errors occurred on biiabdals with percentages of less 

than or equal to 1% at T1,T2 in the IN condition and 7% at Tl and 6% 

at T 2 in the UI condition. Errors occurred on velar consonants with 

percentages of 12% at Tl and 11% at T2 in the IN condition and 5% at 
Tl and 6% at T2 in the UI condition. Errors occurred on all other 

places of production with equivalent percentages between Tl and T2 of 
less than or equal to 13% in both intelligibility conditions. Thus,

the majority of CEs occurred on alveolar consonants in both intel
ligibility conditions at both transcription times. Error percentages 

for most places of production were similar regardless of intel
ligibility condition except for velars, which were transcribed incor
rectly more frequently in the IN condition at both transcription 

times, and bilabials, which were incorrectly transcribed more fre

quently in the UI condition at both transcription times. Results 

indicated slight percentage differences between the intelligibility 

conditions at both transcription times for two places of production.

In general no differences occurred between the two intelligibility 

conditions at both transcription times when place of production 

consonant errors were analyzed.

Total CEs were also analyzed according to manner of production. 

Percentages of total CEs were calculated for the following manners of 

production: stop—plosives, fricatives, affricates, nasals, liquids, 

and glides {Figure 15) - Errors occurred on stop-plosives with 

percentages of 32% at Tl and 30% at T2 in the IN condition and 36% at 

Tl and 35% at T2 in the UI condition. Errors occurred on fricatives
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with the data collapsed across the media factor.
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vdJth percentages of 38% at T1,T2 in the IN condiidon and 31% at Tl and 

32% at T2 in the UI condition. Errors occurred on nasals with per
centages of 5% at Tl and 4% at T2 in the IN condition and 11% at Tl 

and 9% at T 2 in the UI condition. Errors occurred on glides with per
centages of 13% at Tl and 15% at T2 in the IN condition and 8% at Tl 

and 10% at T2 in the UI condition. Errors occurred on affricates and 

liquids with equivalent percentages between Tl and T2 less than or 
equal to 8% in both intelligibility conditions. These results indi
cated approximately one-third each of all CEs occurred on stop- 

plosives and fricatives in both intelligibility conditions at both 
transcription times. Slightly higher percentages of error occurred on 

stop-plosives and nasals in the unintelligible condition than in the 

intelligible condition at both transcription times. Slightly higher 
percentages of error occurred on fricatives and glides in the intel
ligible condition than in the unintelligible condition at both 

transcription times. Results indicated variations existed between the 

two intelligibility conditions at both transcription times when manner 

of production consonant transcription errors were analyzed.

Total CEs were also analyzed according to voiced and voiceless 

production (Figure 16) . The percentages of transcription errors on 

vcdceless consonants were 32% at Tl,T2 in the IN condition and 51% at 

T1,T2 in the UI condition. The percentages of transcription errors on 

voiced consonants were 68% at Tl,T2 in the IN condition and 49% at 

T1,T2 in the UI condition. Results indicated a higher percentage of 

consonant transcription errors occurred on voiced consonants in the IN
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ble (UI) conditions at Time 1 (Tl) and Time 2 (T2)
with the data collapsed across the media condition.
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condition than in the UI condition and a higher percentage of errors 

occurred on voiceless consonants in the UI condition than in the IN 
condition. Results indicated differences between the two intel

ligibility conditions when voiced/voiceless consonant transcription 
errors were analyzed.

Total CEs were further analyzed to determine the percentages of 
occurrence of substitution, omission, and addition errors in the IN 
and UI conditions at both Time 1 and Time 2 (Figure 17). The per

centages of total CEs which were phoneme substitution errors were 60% 

at T1,T2 in the IN condition and 59% at T1,T2 in the UI condition. 
The percentages of total CEs which were consonant omission errors were 

30% at Tl and 31% at T2 in the IN condition and 13% at Tl and 14% at 

T2 in the UI condition. The percentages of total CEs which were con

sonant addition errors were 10% at Tl and 9% at T2 in the IN condition 

and 28% at Tl and 27% at T2 in the UI conditdon. Thus, during both 

intelligibility conditions at both transcription times, the majority 

of transcription errors on consonants were substitution errors. A 

higher percentage of CEs were omission errors at both transcription 

times in the IN condition than in the UI condition. A higher per

centage of CEs were addition errors at both transcription times in the 

UI condition than in the IN condition. Results indicated differences 

between the two intelligibility conditions which were equivalent 

between Time 1 and Time 2 when consonant transcription error types 

(substitutions, omissions, additions) were analyzed.
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Total consonant transcription substitution errors, omission errors, 

and addition errors were each analyzed according to plaœ and manner 

of articulation (Table 6). Results indicated substitution errors

occurred most frequently on alveolar fricative consonants in both 
intelligibility conditions at both transcription times. Omission and 

addition errors occurred most frequently on alveolar stop-plosive 
consonants in both intelligibility conditions at both transcription 

times. Omission errors occurred more frequently in the IN condition 
than in the UI condition. Addition errors tended to occur more

frequently in the UI than in the IN condition. Results indicated 
although differences existed between the intelligibility conditions on 

the percentages of occurrence of error types, the place and manner 
characteristics of the error types were the same for the two intel

ligibility conditions at both transcription times.

Consonant Summary

Results indicated approximately half of all transcription errors on 

sounds (SEs) were errors on consonants for both intelligibility 

conditions at both transcription times. The overall percentage of 

occurrence of consonants transcribed incorrectly (CEs) was slightly 

higher for the intelligible condition than the unintelligible condi

tdon at both transcription times. CEs were analyzed according to 

place, manner, and voicing characteristics and according to error type 

(substitutions, omissions, additions) with data ccQlapsed across the 

media factor. Descriptive analyses revealed alveolar stop-plosives
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TABLE 6 . Percentages of all consonant substitution errors, 
omission errors, and addition errors each analyzed accord
ing to place and manner of articulation in the intelligible 
and the unintelligible conditions at Time 1 and Time 2 with 
the data collapsed across the media factor.

TIME 1 TIME 2
Intelligible Unintelligible Intelligible Unintelligible

PLACE S 0 A S 0 A S 0 A S 0 A
Bilabial I 1 0 7 22 0 0 0 2 5 19 0
Labiodental 4 0 0 1 1 1 3 1 0 1 1 1
Linguadental 4 0 2 0 0 0 4 0 2 1 0 0
Alveolar 68 65 49 64 77 51 65 69 40 62 77 53
Palatal 8 10 4 16 0 8 9 11 9 18 0 8
Rhotic/Palatal 3 1 29 3 0 19 6 0 30 5 0 23
Labial/Velar 1 4 16 4 0 14 2 4 5 2 3 8
Velar 11 20 0 6 0 6 11 16 2 7 0 6
Glottal 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 9 0 0 1

MANNER S 0 A S 0 A S 0 A s 0 A
Stop-Plosives 11 73 38 22 73 45 9 68 35 23 71 42
Fricatives 60 2 10 45 12 13 59 4 16 46 12 12
Affricates 8 0 0 10 0 0 9 0 0 12 0 0
Nasals 5 5 0 16 15 0 3 8 0 12 13 2

Liquids 15 5 31 3 0 21 17 6 35 5 0 28
Glides 1 14 20 4 0 21 2 15 14 2 3 16

S=Substitution
0=*Chnission
A=Addition
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and fricatives were most frequently transcribed incorrectly in both 
intelligibility conditions at both transcription times. Voiced 

consonants were most frequently transcribed incorrectly in the intel

ligible condition and voiceless consonants were most frequently 
transcribed incorrectly in the unintelligibJe condition at both 
transcription times. The majority of transcription errors on con

sonants according to error type were phoneme substitutions for 
alveoJar fricatives during both intelligibility conditions at both 
transcription times. Omission and addition transcription errors 

occurred most frequently on alveolar stop-plosives during both intel

ligibility conditions at both transcription times. Results indicated 

percentage of occurrence differences between the two intelligibility 

conditions, particularly on voicing, manner of production, and error 
type. Essentially no differences occurred between the intelligibility 

conditions when place of articulation was analyzed although differ
ences on velar and bilabial sounds existed. However, the relative 

frequency of occurrence of errors analyzed according to place, manner, 

and error type (substitutions, omissions, additions) were similar 

between the two intelligibility conditions at both transcription 

times.

Vowels

The percentages of all sounds transcribed incorrectly (SEs) which 

were errors on vowels (VEs) in the intelligible (IN) condition were 

48% at Tl and 51% at T2. The percentages of SEs which were VEs in the
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unintelligible (UI) condition were 55% at T1,T2. Resuits, Figure 13, 
indicated slightly more transcription errors were made on vowels in 

the UI condition than in the IN condition at both transcription times. 

Overall, however, approximately half of all transcription errors on 
sounds were VEs in both intelligibility conditions at both transcrip

tion times.

The percentages of VEs which were transcription errors on diph

thongs were less than 1% at T1,T2 in the IN condition and were 3% at 

T1,T2 in the UI condition. Thus, essentially no differences existed 
between the two intelligibility conditions when diphthong transcrip

tion errors were analyzed. Diphthong errors were included in the 

total count of VEs during vowel characteristic analyses for this 

study. Therefore, vowel error percentages do not total exactly 100% 

for the results reported in the remainder of this section.

Total VEs were analyzed according to the characteristics of 

tenseness and laxness of production. The percentages of VEs which 

occurred on tense vowels were 38% at Tl,T2 in the IN condition and 42% 

at Tl and 38% at T2 in the UI condition. The percentages of VEs which 

occurred on lax vowels were 62% at Tl,T2 in the IN condition and 55% 

at Tl and 59% at T2 in the UI condition. Results, Figure 18, indi

cated more transcription errors occurred on lax vowels than tense 

vowels during both intelligibility conditions at both transcription 

times. More transcription errors occurred on lax vowels in the 

unintelligible condition than in the intelligible condition at both
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FIGURE 18. Percentages of all vowels transcribed incor
rectly which occurred on tense and lax vowels in the 
intelligible (IN) and unintelligible (UI) recording 
conditions at Time 1 (Tl) and Time 2 (T2) with the 
data cllapsed across the media factor.
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transcription times. Essentially no differences existed between the 

intelligible and unintelligible conditions when the relative frequency 

of occurrence of transcription errors on tense and lax vowels were 
analyzed.

Total VEs were also analyzed according to the characteristic of bp 
configuration (i.e. rounded and unrounded) during production. The 

percentages of VEs which occurred on rounded vowels were 24% at Tl and 
22% at T 2 in the IN condition and 30% at Tl and 27% at T2 in the UI 

condition. The percentages of VEs which occurred on unrounded vowels 

were 75% at Tl and 78% at T2 in the IN condition and 67% at Tl and 70% 
at T2 in the UI condition. Results, Figure 19, indicated more 
transcription errors occurred on unrounded vowels in the UI condition 

and more errors occurred on rounded vowels in the IN condition at both 

transcription times. Errors occurred more frequently on unrounded 

vowels in both intelbgibibty conditions at both transcription times.

Results indicated percentage differences existed between the intel- 

bgible and unintelligible conditions at both transcription times when 
transcription errors on rounded and unrounded vowels were analyzed. 

However, the majority of errors occurred on unrounded vowels in both 

conditions at both transcription times.

Total VEs were further analyzed according to tongue position (i.e. 

tongue advancement and tongue height) during production. The charac

teristic of tongue advancement was analyzed first. The percentages of 

VEs which occurred on front vowels were 52% at Tl and 55% at T2 in the
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FIGURE 19. Percentages of all vowels transcribed incor
rectly on rounded and unrounded vowels in the intelligi
ble (IN) and unintelligible (UI) conditions at Time 1 (Tl) 
and Time 2 (T2) with the data collapsed across the media
factor.
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IN oondüdDn and 54% at T1 and 55% at T 2 in the UI condition. The 
percentages of VEs which occurred on central vowels were 25% at T1,T2 

in the IN condition and 17% at T1 and 19% at T2 in the UI condition. 
The percentages of VEs which occurred on back vowels were 24% at T1 
and 20% at T2 in the IN condition and 25% at T1 and 23% at T2 in the 
UI condition. Results, Figure 20, indicated more than half of the VEs 

analyzed according to tongue advancement were front vowels during both 
intelligibility conditions at both transcription times. Transcription 
errors occurred on front vowels slightly more in the IN condition than 
the UI condition at both transcription times. Results indicate slight 

differences occurred between the intelligible and unintelligible 
conditions at both transcription times when central vowels were 

analyzed. Essentially no differences existed between the two intel- 

hgibüity conditions at both turanscription times when front and back 

vowels were analyzed.

Total VEs were also analyzed according to tongue height (i.e. high, 

mid, low) during production. The percentages of VEs which occurred on 
high vowels were 36% at Tl and 40% at T2 in the IN condition and 41% 

at T1,T2 in the UI condition. The percentages of VEs which occurred 

on mid vowels were 62% at Tl and 58% at T2 in the IN condition and 

46% at Tl and 45% at T2 in the UI condition. The percentages of VEs 

which occurred on low vowels were 2% at Tl and 3% at T2 in the IN 

condition and 11% at Tl and 10% at T 2 in the UI condition. Results, 

Figure 21, indicated the majority of VEs analyzed according to tongue 

height occurred on high and mid vowels during both intelligibility
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conditions at both transcription times. SubstantialLy more errors 

occurred on mid vowels in the intelligible condition than in the 
unintelligible condition during both transcription times. A slightly 

higher percentage of VEs occurred on low vowels in the unintelligible 
condition than in the intelligible condition at both transcription 
times. Results indicated slight differences between the two intel

ligibility conditions when high vowels were analyzed. Larger per
centage differences existed between the intelligible and unintel
ligible conditions when mid and low vowels were analyzed. However, 

the relative frequency of occurrence of errors on high, mid, and low 
vowels was the same in both intelligibility conditions.

Total VEs were analyzed to determine the percentages of occurrence 
of substitution, omission, and addition errors in the intelligible and 

unintelligible conditions at Time 1 and Time 2. The percentages of 

VEs which were phoneme substitution errors were 72% at Tl and 75% at 
T2 in the IN condition and 75% at Tl and 74% at T2 in the UI condi

tion. The percentages of VEs which were vowel omission errors were 

10% at Tl and 8% at T2 in the IN condition and 13% at T1,T2 in the UI 

condition. The percentages of VEs which were vowel addition errors 

were 17% at Tl,T2 in the IN condition and 12% at Tl and 13% at T2 in 

the UI condition. Results,- Figure 22, indicated the majority of 

transcription errors on vowels in both intelligibility conditions at 

both transcription times were substitution errors. Slightly more 

addition errors were present in the IN condition than in the UI 

condition at both transcription times. However, the overall
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percentages of occurrence of omission and addition errors were sHm-iiar- 

during both conditions at both transcription times. Results indicated 

essentially no differences between the intelligible and unintelligible 
conditions at both transcription times when vowel transcription errors 

were analyzed according to error type (substitutions, omissions, 
additions).

Total vowel transcription substitution errors, omission errors, and 
addition errors were each analyzed according to tenseness of produc

tion, lip con&guration, tongue advancement, and tongue height. 
Results, Table 7, indicated the majority of substitution errors 
occurred on unrounded high-front and mid-front vowels in both intel

ligibility conditions at both transcription times. The percentage of 
substitution errors was equivalent between tense and lax vowels in 

both intelligibility conditions at both transcription times. The 
majority of omission errors occurred on unrounded lax mid-front and 

mid-central vowels in the intelligible condition and on unrounded lax 

high-front and mid-front vowels in the unintelligible condition. The 

majority of addition errors occurred on unrounded lax mid-central 

vowels in both intelligibility conditions at both transcription times.

Thus, differences were present between the two intelligibility

conditions on the vowel characteristic of tongue position when 

transcription omission errors were analyzed. Analysis of the types of 

transcription substitution and addition errors which occurred indi

cated essentially no differences between the two intelligibility 

conditions at both transcription times within each error type.
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t a b l e  7 . Percentages of all vowel substitution errors, 
omission errors, and addition errors analyzed according 
to tenseness of production, lip configuration, tongue 
advancement, and tongue height in the intelligible (IN) 
and unintelligible (UI) conditions at Time 1 (Tl) and 
Time 2 (T2) with the data collapsed across the media 
factor.

TIME 1 TIME 2
IN UI IN UI

TENSENESS S O A S 0 A S 0 A S 0 A
Tense 49 4 11 47 26 29 49 10 5 43 26 21
Lax 50 96 89 50 72 69 51 72 95 53 74 77
LIP
Rounded 29 4 16 33 3 39 27 8 9 30 2 31

Unrounded 71 96 83 63 98 59 73 92 91 66 98 67

ADVANCEMENT

Front 61 46 20 52 96 23 65 36 23 53 96 22

Central 11 50 66 14 2 53 11 56 71 16 3 53

Back 28 4 14 30 1 23 24 8 6 27 1 22

HEIGHT

High 41 38 14 40 58 25 46 38 11 42 60 20

Mid 56 60 83 43 42 68 51 59 85 52 38 71

Low 2 2 3 13 0 5 3 3 4 12 2 7

S=Substitution
O=0mission
A=Addition
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Vowel Summary

Results indicated approximately half of an transcription errors on 
sounds (SEs) were errors on vowels for both intelligibility conditions 
at both transcription times. The overall percentage of vowels 
transcribed incorrectly (VEs) was slightly higher for the unintel
ligible condition than the intelligible condition at both transcrip

tion times. VEs were analyzed according to tenseness of production, 
lip rounding, and tongue position with data collapsed across the media 

fector. Descriptive analyses revealed unrounded lax high and mid

front vowels were most frequently transcribed incorrectly in both 
intelligibility conditions at both transcription times. Some variabi

lity related to percentage of occurrence tended to occur within each 
characteristic between the two intelligibility conditions. Higher 

percentages of transcription errors occurred on rounded and mid- 

central vowels in the intelligible condition than in the unintel

ligible condition. Higher percentages of transcription errors 

occurred on unrounded and low vowels in the unintelligible condition 

than in the intelligible condition. Despite percentage variability, 

the relative frequency of occurrence of errors on vowels was similar 

for both intelligibility conditions at both transcription times.
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Summary of Speaker InteUigibility

Analysis-of-variance (2x2x2, tdme/inteOligibility/media) results 
indicated a sLgnificant main effect for speaker intelligibility during 

whole word broad phonetic transcriptions. Analyses were performed 
with the data coUapsed across the media factor. Results indicated 
higher interobserver percentages of agreement occurred for the intel
ligible condition than the unintelligible condition. Intraobserver 
agreement percentages indicated subjects tended to be consistent in 

reference to the scoring keys across time regardless of the degree of 
intelligibility or clinical experience of the subject. However, 

intraobserver agreement percentages tended to be lower in the unintel
ligible condition than in the intelligible condition. Analysis of 

errors which occurred on consonants and vowels indicated similar 

errors were made during both intelligibility conditions although there 

were some differences in the overall percentages of error. Thus, 

results indicated fewer errors tended to occur during whcQe word broad 

phonetic transcriptions of the more intelligible speaker, but the 

relative frequency of occurrence of sounds which were transcribed 

incorrectly were similar between the two intelligibility conditions at 

both transcription times when sound characteristics were analyzed.
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CHAPTER 4

DISCUSSION

Sixteen subjects performed whole word broad phonetic transcriptions 
of an intelh gible and an unintelligdlble child from audiotaped 
recordings and from audio-videotaped recordings. The purpose of this 
study was twofold: 1) To determine whether interobserver and intraob
server reliability calculated from the transcriptions was different 
between the media (audio-only versus audio-visual) from which the 
transcriptions were obtained; 2) To determine whether the degree of 
intelligibility of the speaker made a difference when interobserver 
and intraobserver reliability was calculated from audiotaped and 

audio-videotaped recordings.

Results indicated no significant difference between the effects of 
the audiotaped and the audio-videotaped recording condition on 

calculated interobserver and intraobserver reliability. A statisti

cally significant difference was present between the intelligibility 

conditions on calculated interobserver reliability. Intraobserver 

percentages of agreement with reference to the scoring keys were 

consistent across time in both conditions but were poorer in the 

unintelligible than the intelligible condition. Overall, subjects 

performed whole word broad phonetic transcriptions better from the 

intelligible speech sample, regardless of recording medium.

98
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Descriptive analyses of the data indicated the type and percentages 

of transcription errors which occurred on sounds were essentially the 
same in the audiotaped condition as in the audio—videotaped condition.

In addition, while variability existed between the two intelligibility 
conditions on the percentages of transcription errors made on sounds, 
few differences existed between the two conditions on the types of 
errors which occurred. As previously noted, descriptive analyses were 
conducted with reference to the total number of transcription errors 
on the scoring keys rather than to the frequency of occurrence of each 
characteristic being analyzed. For example, results indicated 63% of 
all consonant transcription errors occurred on alveolar consonants in 
the audiovisual condition. However, results did not indicate what 
percentage of alveolar consonants presented in the speech samples were 

transcribed incorrectly. Therefore, results presented in this study 

should be interpreted accordingly.

The remainder of this chapter has been divided into two sections. 

The first section focuses on the clinical implications of -this study 
for using audio-only and audio-visual recording conditions to phoneti

cally transcribe the speech of intelligible and unintelligible 

speakers. The second section focuses on suggestions for future 

research as a means for overcoming some of the limitations of the 

present study by further defining and extending the results of this 

study.
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CÜnical Impressions

Audiotaped versus Audio-Videotaped Recordings

The resulks of this study indicated cOinical reliability is 

essentially the same between the two recording conditions, audio-only 
and audio-visual. A review of the literature found no previous 

studies which had compared the effects of audio-only versus audio
visual recordings on calculated interobserver and intraobserver 
reliability of whole word broad phonetic transcriptions.

One might have expected differences to have occurred with higher 
reliability in the audio-visual condition based on previous research 
indicating the addition of visual cues to an audiotaped speech 

recording held constant between hstening sessions increases correct 
responses by subjects (Irwin & Krafchick, 1965; Mencke, et al., 1983; 

Mon sen, 1983; Stephens & Danüoff, 1977) . In fact, the lack of 

differences in subject agreement between the two recording conditions 

in the present study was surprising in light of what was thought to be 

a more difficult task (i.e., whole word broad phonetic transcriptions) 

than correct/incorrect identification of consonants (Mencke, et al., 

1983) and words (Mon sen, 1983) or the identLfi-cation of the 

occurrence/nonoccurrence of consonant errors (Irwin & Krafchick, 1965; 

Stephens & Daniloff, 1977). Perhaps the nature of the transcription 

task in this study was too difficult for the subjects to take
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advantage of the cues visual information is thought to provide for 
correct phoneme identification. That is, since subjects were only 
allowed to listen to one production of each stimulus word in each 
recording condition (as also occurred in the studies cited above), 
visual contextual information may not have been utilized to augment 
the more complex whole word transcription task. The notion that 
visual information may be distracting appears to be supported by 
Wright's (1954) findings that visual distractions appeared to occur in 
live observation settings resulting in lower correlations and per

centages of agreement on the analysis of sounds in single word produc
tion than when the same task was accomplished with auditory informa
tion alone. The results of the present study suggested even when one 

decreases the amount of apparent distractions of a live observation 

situation (e.g. body movements) by videotaping only a head and 
shoulders view of a speaker, the best agreement subjects can achieve 

on whole word phonetic transcriptions (keeping all other variables the 

same as those in the present study) is close agreement between the 
audio-only and audio-visual recording conditions. This may occur 

because visual information requires extra attention which does not 

occur in an ideal listening situation with only one stimulus repeti

tion even when subjects are requested to pay close attention to the 

visual component. All subjects except one were observed paying close 

attention to the color monitor during the audio-visual tasks. One 

subject attended after being reminded after every stimulus production. 

Thus, even though subjects attended to visual stimuli, they evidently
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did not make use of the visual information in addition to the audio 
information for performing whole word broad phonetic transcriptions.

The phonetic context of the speech samples was not controlled in 
the present study. That is, the speech samples were not loaded
equally with "visible" and "non-visible" phonemes (Binnie, et al., 
1974; Erber, 1971; Fisher, 1968; Woodward & Barber, 1960). This was 
not done in order to keep the task representative of tasks typically 
performed by practicing speech/language pathologists when evaluating 
children's speech as well as to keep the speech sample representative 

of the frequency of sound occurrences in the English language (Mines, 
Hanson, & Shoup, 1978). The majority of consonant transcription

errors in both recording conditions occurred on alveolar sounds, which 
are not highly visible» Alveolar consonants comprised approximately 

half of the sounds presented tx> the subjects (see Appendix G). In 

addition, the majority of vowel transcription errors occurred on 

unrounded vowels, which are also not highly visible. Furthermore, 

unrounded vowels comprised approximately three-fourths of the sounds 

presented to subjects (see Appendix G). Possibly, the calculated 

reliability of the transcriptions for the audio-visual condition would 

have been higher than for the audio-only condition had the speech 

sample contained more visible sound contexts.

Research which cites the contribution of visual cues to speech 

perception has indicated a listener makes greater use of visual cues 

for perception as the signal to ncdse (S/N) ratio in the listening
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environment decreases (Binnie, et al., 1974; Erber, 1969; Miller & 

Niœly, 1955; Neely, 1956; O ’Neill, 1954). For example, O'Neill
(1954) found under favorable listening conditions with a S/N ratio of 
+lGdB, vision contributed 5% to vowel scores and 17% to consonant 
scores on a word recognition task as compared to 29% to vowel scores 

and 57% to consonant scores at a S/N ratio of -29dB. The present 
study was conducted in a quiet room under fairly ideal listening 

conditions. Perhaps agreement on whole word phonetic transcriptions 
would have been higher in the audio-visual condition than the audio- 
only condition if the listening environment had been less than ideal.
In other words, if clinicians transcribe speech samples in a quiet 
setting utilizing a good quality audio signal, the addition of visual 

information may not contribute much to the reliability of the tran
scription .

The influence of the number of presentations of each stimulus the 
subjects were allowed to hear will be discussed next. Subjects were 

allowed to hear only one presentation of each stimulus since time to 

transcribe was provided between stimuli, the volume setting for 

stimuli presentation was held constant among all subjects, and optimal 

visual and auditory clarity were provided. Suggestions have been made 

in the literature to replay a stimulus two or three times prior to 

transcribing and then to replay the stimulus a maximum of two times if 

a confident transcription is not made wrthin a few seconds of hearing 

(Shriberg & Kent, 1982). This investigator frequently had to pause 

the playback system longer than the time period allowed between word
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presentation s on the tapes suggesting a need existed to replay some 

stimuli for some subjects. Amorosa et al. (1985) found interobserver 
reliability calculated on initial consonant transcriptions could be 

increased up to 15% by allowing subjects to replay stimuli as often as 

they wished. These suggestions indicated the percentages of agreement 
calculated could possibly have been increased by allowing stimulus 
replays. In addition, earlier discussion of the role of visual cues 
indicated opportunities for stimulus replays may have allowed subjects 
additional opportunities to take advantage of visual information.

The complexity of the task, whole word broad phonetic transcrip

tion, was discussed earlier. One might have expected subjects to have 
performed more reliably in both recording conditions had they been 

required to treinscribe only consonants, or identify correct versus 

incorrect phonemes. Fristoe and Goldman (1968) found subjects could 

listen for two or three sounds per word as well as for one sound when 
identifying occurrence and type of errors in an audio-only condition. 

Percentages of agreement ranged from 87% to 91% for the more complex 

task of rating error types. Henderson (1938) found judges had higher 

agreement on correct/incorrect identifications (90%) versus exact 

consonant transcription (85%) in an audio-only condition. Results of 

the present study indicated interobserver agreement of approximately 

84% occurred in both recording conditions. This percentage of 

agreement is only slightly poorer than either of the reported per

centages in the studies cited above indicating the whole word tran

scription task was not more difficult than transcription of single
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sounds. Whether either recording condition would have been augmented 
substantially by a "simpler" task is only a matter of conjecture 

although one might suspect subjects may have been able to concentrate 
more on visual cues in the audio-visual condition possibly resulting 
in higher reliability than the audio-only condition.

Thus, discussion regarding the results of this study indicated 

speech/language clinicians might obtain more reliable results on 
transcriptions obtained from audio-videotaped recordings than from 
audio taped recordings if they typically transcribed in ncdsy condi

tions or if they replayed stimuli several times. However, no major 
differences appeared between audiotaped versus audio-videotaped 
recordings for whole word broad phonetic transcriptions of single 

words in ideal listening conditions. A consideration of the issue of 

intelligibility may provide further conclusions regarding the use of 

audiotaped versus audio-videotaped recordings.

Speaker Intelligibility

The results of the present study indicated a statistically sig

nificant difference in interobserver reliability between the two 

intelligibility conditions regardless of recording medium. Calculated 

interobserver percentages of agreement differed between the two 

intelligibflty conditions such that they were lower in the unintel

ligible condition regardless of recording medium. A review of the 

literature found no previous studies which addressed the effects of
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speaker intelligibility on the calculated interobserver and intraob

server reliflhiliity of whole word broad phonetic transcriptions 

obtained from audiotaped and audio-videotaped recordings. The results 

of the present study were similar to previous findings by Stephens and 
Daniloff (1977) on acceptability of /s/ production and by McOler and 
Starr (1984) on speech ratings, indicating higher calculated interob

server reliability for more intelligible speakers regardless of 
listening condition.

The results of the present study were not surprising with regard to 

the finding of differences in calculated reliability from whole word 
broad phonetic transcriptions of an intelligible (PCC severity 

ratLng=84%) versus an unintelligible (PCC severity rating=50%) 
speaker. Frequent references were found in the literature with regard 

to the effect of the degree of speaker intelligibility on various 

phoneme judgment tasks indicating unintelligible speech is typically 
more difficult to analyze ( e.g., Amorosa, et al., 1985; Fristoe & 

Goldman, 1968; Mencke, et al., 1983; Stephens & Danüoff, 1977;

Yorkston & Beukelman, 1978).

The speech samples presented by each speaker in the present study 

were similar to each other with regard to percentages of occurrence of 

various consonant and vowel characteristics (Appendix G). These 

characteristics were also typical of those found in normal speaking 

adults and children (Mines, et al., 1978; Shriberg & Kent, 1982). The 

percent consonants correct (PCC) severity adjective (Shriberg &
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Kwiatkowski, 1982) assigned each speaker was obtained on single word 

utterances rather than on a connected speech sample as those authors 

suggested because speakers tend to make fewer errors in single word 
productions (Dubods & Bemthal, 1978; FaircOoth & Faircloth, 1971;
Irwin & Krafchick, 1965; Johnson, Winney, & Pederson, 1980). There

fore, the PCC adjective assigned each speaker was representative of 
the child's intelligibility at the level in which the whcOe word broad 

phonetic transcriptions occurred. In addition, neither speaker 
demonstrated gross phoneme distortions, compensatory articulation 

patterns, or vcdce quality differences such as those known to charac
terize the speech of some individuals who have cleft palate (Van 
Demark, 1964) , or dysarthria (Darley, Aronson, & Brown, 1969; Platt, 

Andrews, Young, & Quinn, 1980), or who are deaf (Hudgins & Numbers, 
1942). Thus, differences between the two speakers in the present 

study appeared to have been based on degree of intelligibility 
differences rather than qualitative differences. This was supported 

by the fact that similar percentages of transcription errors occurred 
on consonants and vowels, and the types of characteristics of the 

sounds transcribed incorrectly were similar in both intelligibility 

conditions. Since differences in reliability occurred based on degree 

of intelligibility in the present study, one would expect to find 

greater differences in calculated reliability and in the descriptive 

analyses of transcription errors on sounds if there had been qualita

tive differences between speakers, i.e., if the unintelligible speaker 

had demonstrated gross phoneme distortions or prevalent phonological 

process errors.
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Consideration must be extended to the lack of effect inteUigibil— 
rty had on whole word phonetic transcriptions obtained from audiotaped 

versus audio-videotaped recordings. Possibly, the inherent similari
ties between the two speech samples with regard to the phoneme 
charactenstacs presented in each sample resulted in the lack of 
difference in reHabdity between the two recording conditions 
regardless of intelligibility. As mentioned in the previous section, 

increasing the number of stimulus replays might have increased 
calculated reliability in both recording conditions. Extra replays 

might be a critical factor for reliable transcriptions of an unintel
ligible child's speech. Indeed, replays might be most effective in the 
audio-visual condition when visual information might provide the cues 

needed for reliable transcription in an "adverse" listening condition. 
Possibly, stimulus replays would have increased the calculated 

interobserver and intraobserver reliability in both recording condi
tions more for the unintelligible speaker than for the intelligible 

speaker resulting in closer agreement between the two intelligibility 

conditions in the present study. The notion that replays would be

most helpful for the more unintelligible speaker is supported by the 

finding of Amorosa et al. (1985) regarding a substantial percentage of 

agreement increase for the most unintelligible speaker in the study in 

an audio-only condition in which subjects replayed tapes as often as 

needed versus hearing stimuli once in a live observation condition.

In addition, Monsen (1983) found sentence repetitions contributed
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s i g n i B c a n t l Y  t o  t h e  p e r c e i v e d  inteUigibility o f  u n i n t e U i g i h l e  

s p e a k e r s .

Thus, discussion of the effects of intelligibility on interobserver 
and intraobserver reliability calcuiatdons indicated degree of 
intelligibility affected reliability but did not tend to have any 

effect on the recording medium from which the transcription ass 
obtained, at least, under the conditions of the present study. Visual 
inspection of the percentages of occurrence of all sound characteris
tics in both speech samples (see Appendix G) and descriptive analyses 
results indicated no real differences in the quality of the intel
ligibility of the two speakers. That is, both speakers made the same 
types of correct and incorrect sound productions and the speakers 

differed only in the overall frequency of occurrence of the errors. 
The unintelligible speaker did not demonstrate any distortions or 
unusual phonological patterns. Perhaps the lack of "unusualness" did 

not create a need for subjects to make more use of visual cues during 

the transcriptions in the audio-visual recording medium. Certainly, 

the results of the present study indicated recording medium makes no 

difference in calculated interobserver and intraobserver reliability 

of whole word broad phonetic transcriptions if the two speech samples 

differ only in the degree of intelligibility.
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Future Research

A number of limitations in this study warrant further research to 
help resolve the issue of which recording condition, audio-only or 

audio-visual, provides the best medium for obtaining high interobser

ver and intraobserver reliability calculated from whde word phonetic 

transcription s. These limitations and research suggestions are 
discussed below.

Although "the two speakers were selected for this study based on 

intelligibility, results indicated the quality of intelligibility did 
not differ between them. Therefore, further work needs to be done 

exploring the differences in intelligibility between speakers with 
articulation disorders. That is, the calculation of the degree of 

intelligibility must go beyond a percent consonants correct score to 
include the presence/absence of phonological processes, compensatory 
articulations, and/or sound distortions. This study could be repli
cated utilizing a child with a mild articulation problem similar to 

the intelligible child in the present study, as well as a child whose 
level of intelligibility was at about the 50% level due to multiple 
articulation deficits. This study could also be replicated comparing 

two unintelligible children at about the 50% level who differ on the 

reasons for the 50% rating. Only when differences in intelligibility 
are really differences in articulatory ability, can the issue of the
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recording medium best suited to analyze whole word phonetic transcrip
tions begin to be resolved.

Related to the degree of intelligibility and transcription medium 
is the issue of the length and context of the speech sample. Possibly 
whole word phonetic transcription of single words is not suffi-cdent 
for identifying which recording medium yields higher reliability. 
This study should be replicated utilizing phrases and/or connected 
speech to determine whether differences exist between the recording 
media and whether the same intelligibility conditions as presented in 
this study exert any effect on calculated reliability between the 

recording media. In addition, the context of the sounds presented in 
the speech samples could also be controlled and compared between 

single word and connected speech presentations in the audio-only 

versus audio-visual recording conditions in order to further assess 

the issue of sound visibility effects on correct sound identification 

(Binnie, et al., 1974; Montgomery, Walden, & Prosek, 1977).

Subjects in this study were only allowed to hear stimulus words one 

time during each transcription. Possibly, a need exists to hear a 

repetition of a stimulus two or three times in order to best perceive 

the stimulus. In addition, stimulus replays might allow subjects to 

attend better to visual cues. This study should be replicated so 

differences which the number of stimulus repetitions have on calcu

lated reliabilty between recording media may be explored. In addi—
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tion, the need fcr visual cues and additional replays as related to 
the quality of intelligibility should also be studied further.

The subjects in this study were allowed to see a written gloss of 
the child's intended production. Possibly, more transcription errors 
occurred due to transcribing according to the expected production for 
the more unintelligible child as OUer and Eiler's (1975) results 
indicated. In addition, the use of an articulation test as familiar 
as the Goldman—Fnstoe Test of Articulation from which to obtain the 
speech samples may be so familiar to most clinicians that phonetic 
expectation may occur regardless of whether a gloss is provided. A 
replication of this study could be done to explore utilizing an un

familiar word list and controlling the presence of a gloss for word 
presentations. In addition to studying the effects of gloss/no gloss, 

the order of word presentation should be randomised to reduce listener 

expectations about phonetic productions between transcription times.

Although the use of whole word broad phonetic transcriptions did 

not appear to be a particular limitation of the present study, the 

need to accurately describe a child's articulatory déficits in order 

to provide services suggests a need to consider the use of narrow 

phonetic transcriptions. Since reliability would seem more difficult 

to achieve due to the more difficult nature of the task (Amorosa, et 

al., 1985), a clinician would need to use audiotaped or audio-video

taped recordings for reliability purposes. Thus, differences in 

calculated interobserver and intraobserver reliability between the
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two recording cx>nditions would provide useful inforitiatiDn for deter- 
nuiung the most reliable source of narrow phonetic transcriptions. In 
addition , one could compare whole word broad versus whole word narrow 
phonetic transcriptions in an audio-visual medium to determine whether 
subjects make better use of visual cues for narrow transcriptions due 
to the increased "adversity” (i.e., task difSculty) of the listening 
situation.

The task of reliably identifying speech problems raises issues of 
validly assessing the speech behaviors one thinks one is assessing. 
Thus, while studying the use of broad versus narrow phonetic tran
scriptions and audiotaped versus audio-videotaped recordings ap
proaches this goal, one should consider recent suggestions for the 

need to utilize acoustic analyses to supplement perceptual analyses of 

speech samples (Amorosa, et al., 1985; Riley, Hoffman, & Damico, 1986; 

Shriberg, et al., 1984). Many clinicians do not have access to such 

equipment or the financial resources for purchasing the equipment. 

Thus, there is a need to determine what equipment and perceptual 

diagnostic measurements a clinician can make the best use of to 

achieve the most reliable diagnostic and assessment results within the 

confines of the equipment available or affordable. In addition, there 

is evidently a need to study differences in diagnostic recommendations 

which occur based on perceptual versus perceptual plus physiological- 

acoustic analyses.
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Finally, as the quality of audiotape and audio-videotape recording 

equipment continues to change, studies should be designed to con
tinually update information with regard to the most practical types of 
equipment for practicing speech /language pathologists to purchase. 
One important paint of focus for such studies would be to determine 
how much high quality audio output is needed to suit the purpose of 
phonetically transcribing speech with high reliability. This would 
seem particularly important in Ught of the cost of "high quality" 
audio and video equipment.

When speech/language pathologists analyze a child's speech for the 
purpose of identi^ing an articulation problem and the need for 
therapy, planning therapy, and determining the time for dismissal from 

therapy, they should utilize a medium in addition to or instead of 

live observations to perform whde word phonetic transcriptions. This 

is important in order to provide the opportunity to obtain the most 
reliable analyses possible. Given that many of the children seen for 

speech/language diagnosis and therapy demonstrate "typical" articula

tion delays, there appeairs to be no difference between the reliability 

calculated on transcriptdons obtained from audiotaped versus audio- 

videotaped recordings. However, for children who demonstrate more 

severe types of articulation problems which would appear to exacerbate 

the quality of intelligibility, the results are far from conclusive as 

to the best recording medium from which to reliably obtain whole word 

broad phonetic transcriptions to be used for diagnosis, assessment, 

and treatment decisions.
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EN D N O T E S

1. The use of Pearson product-moment correlation coefficients was 
found to be inappropriate for accurately describing interobserver and 
intraobserver reliability on whole word phonetic transcriptions. The 
coefficients obtained were weak to moderate and were statisticalLy 
significant at <.01 in most instances. However, the data from which 
the coefficients were obtained were skewed with extreme margins such 
that most subjects were correct most of the time on their transcrip
tions of each phoneme. The number of comparisons of disagreements 
(+/— as compared to +/+ or -/—) were minimal. Therefore, there was 
little opportunity for subjects to show patterns of disagreements. 
Apparently, the small number of (+/—) occurrences were sufficient to 
result in low correlation coefficients within and between subjects. 
Thus, the data were best reflected by percentages of agreement ( [# 
agreements/# agreements + disagreements] x 100) .
2. The purpose of this study was to determine the effects of 
recording media and speaker intelligibility on whde word broad 
phonetic transcription reliability. Therefore, the transcription 
scoring keys were utilized as the reference for both interobserver and 
intraobserver reliability calculations in order to determine the 
accuracy and consistency with which the subjects each performed whde 
word broad phonetic transcriptions. Intraobserver reliability is 
typically calculated by determining an examiner's agreement between 
two or more sets of obtained data without an outside reference 
(Shriberg & Kent, 1982). In order to calculate such agreement for 
each subject in the present study, the tran scription obtained at Time
1 should have been compared on a pcdnt-by-point basis to the tran
scription obtained at Time 2 for each speaker without reference to a 
standard key. when intraobserver agreement was calculated for each 
subject without utilizing the scoring keys as a reference, the 
resulting percentages of agreement ranged approximately 2% to 10% 
higher than the percentages calculated utilizing the scoring keys. 
Since this investigator was concerned with accuracy and consistency 
rather than agreement in the present study, intraobserver reliability 
was calculated utilizing the transcription scoring keys and per
centages of difference between the Time 1 and Time 2 turanscriptions 
were reported.
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APPENDIX A

Griffith's (1967) modified word recognition list. 
All subjects and non-subject observers scored 100%

1. done 2. pitch 3. team 4 . lodge 5 . mark
dug pig teethe lob park
dung pick teel long bark
dub pip tease log dark
dug pit teeth laws lark

6. sin 7. pup 8 . red 9. fizz 10 . game
pin puff fed fin shame
win pub led fib same
tin puck shed fill tame
fin putt wed fig came

11. thigh 12 . hold 13 . ten 14 . tong 15 . have
lie gold pen tog has
thy sold den tall half
high told hen toss hash
f ie cold then talks hag

16 . pig 17. tin 18 . gay 19 . zip 20 . sick
rig thin nay lip thick
big shin they nip kick
wig sin way ship chick
dig gin may dip pick

21. bass 22. wean 23. shin 24 . leave 25 . see
batch weal thin liege zee
bat weave kin leach knee
bash weed fin leash lee
badge we ' re tin leap thee
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APPENDIX B

Percentage of consonants transcribed correctly 
by two non-subject observers and sixteen sub
jects on the Grand Quiz of Phonetics Tape 4A 
(Shriberg & Kent, 1982) as part of entrance 
criterion (pass=75%+).

Observer % c<

1 84

2 84

Subject

1 82

2 81

3 81

4 83

5 77

6 85

7 83

8 80

9 78

10 78

11 84

12 85

13 76

14 85

15 85
16 83
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APPENDIX C (a)

Name:

Date:

Subject #: 

Subject Survey

1. Are you a student? yes _____  no
Year in school? Junior ____

Senior ____
1st Year Graduate 
2nd Year Graduate

2. Are you a practicing speech/language pathologist? 
yes _____ no___
Number of years of experience: ____________
Age of primary caseload: ___ ______
Speech/language disorder of primary caseload: ___

3. Approximate number of clinical clock hours earned: ___

4. Have you had a class in phonetic transcriptin methods? 
yes ___ n o _____
Date of class enrollment: ___________________
Grade received: ___

5. How frequently do you perform phonetic transcriptions?

6. Do you typically perform phonetic transcriptions: live _______ ;
from audiotape ________ ; from videotape ________ ; other (specify)

7. Do you typically transcribe: whole-words
target sounds

8. Do you have normal or corrected vision? yes ____ no
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APPENDIX C (b) 
Subject Survey Results Summary

Subject Phonetics
Grade

Frequency
Transcription

Medium Targets Vision

*=speech/language pathologist 
+=student

1+ A rare live words 4-
2* A weekly audio sounds +
3+ B rare audio words +

4 + B rare audio words 4"

5* A rare live words 4-

6 + A rare audio words 4-

7 + A rare live words 4-

8 + A rare live words 4“

9+ A rare live words +

10 + A rare audio words 4-

11 + A rare live words +

12* A rare live words 4"

13* B rare live sounds +

14* A rare audio words 4"

15* A rare audio sounds 4-

16* B weekly live words +
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APPENDIX D

Percent Consonants Correct (PCC) (Shriberg &
Kwiatkowski, 1982) Modified Sampling and Scoring 
Rules.

Sampling Rules

Single word responses included on the transcription key 
of the Goldman-Fristoe Test of Articulation were used 
for the PCC; i.e.' other responses not targeted for 
transcription in this study were not used.

Scoring Rules

Consonant sound changes were counted as incorrect if 
they were :
a. deletions of the target consonants;
b. substitutions of another phoneme for the target 

consonant;
c. or additions of a consonant not targeted.

PCC Calculation Formula

PCC= number of correct consonants__________  X 100
number of correct + incorrect consonants

Severity Adjective Assignment to PCC Scores

>85% = mild
65%-85% = mild-moderate 
50%-65% = moderate-severe

<50% = severe
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APPENDIX E
Recording System Schematic and Playback System Schematic

Recording System
■wireless microphone

video camera TOA tuner
Hitachi VTR amplif ier

cassette deck

Playback System

amplifierspeaker

TV monitor
Hitachi tuner

Hitac tii VTR
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APPENDIX F
Counterbalanced Order of Presentation of Experimental 
Conditions to Subjects and Non-Subject Observers
Key: AI = audio-intelligible

AU = audio-unintelligible 
VI = video-intelligible 
VU = video-unintelligible

Day 1 Day 2 Day 3 Day 4
Observer

1 AI-VU VI-AU

2 AU-VI VU-AI

Subject

1 AI-AU VI-VU AU-AI VU-VI

2 AU-VI VU-AI VI-AU AI-VU

3 VI-VU AI-AU VU-VI AU-AI

4 VU-AI AU-VI AI-VU VI-AI

5 VI-VU AU-AI VI-VU AI-AU

6 AU-AI VI-VU AI-AU VU-VI

7 AI-VU VI-AU VU-AI AU-VI

8 VU-VI AU-AI VI-VU AI-AU

9 VI-AU AI-VU AU-VI VU-AI

10 AU-AI VU-VI AI-AU VI-VU

11 AI-AU VU-VI AU-AI VI-VU

12 VU-VI AI-AU VI-VU AU-AI

13 VI-AU VU-AI AU-VI AI-VU

14 VU-AI VI-AU AI-VU AU-VI

15 1 AI-VU AU-VI VU-AI VI-AU

16 1 AU-VI AI-VU VI-AU VU-AI
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a p p e n d i x  g (a)

The number and percentages of occurrence of all con
sonants in the speech samples of the intelligible and 
unintelligible speakers by place, manner, and voicing.
IN=intelligible UI=unintelligible

IN UI
PLACE # % # %
Stop-Plosives 40 31 37 37
Fricatives 36 28 29 29
Affricates 5 4 3 3
Nasals 24 19 23 23
Liquids 15 12 1 1
Glides

total
7

127
6 6

99
6

MANNER # % # %
Bilabial 21 17 23 23
Labiodental 10 8 8 8
Linguadental 1 1 0 0
Alveolar 57 45 47 47

Palatal 7 6 5 5

Rhotic/Palatal 8 6 1 1

Labial/Velar 5 4 6 6

Velar 17 13 9 9

Glottal
total

1
127

1 0
99

0

VOICING # % # %
Voiced 79 62 56 57
Voiceless

total
48

127
38 43

99
43
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APPENDIX G (b)

The number and percentages of all vowels in the 
speech samples of the intelligible and unintelligible 
speakers by diphthongs, tongue height, tongue advance
ment, tenseness, and lip configuration.
IN=intelligible UI=unintelligible

DIPHTHONGS
IN UI

#
2

%
3

#
3

%
4

TONGUE HEIGHT # % # %
High 20 28 25 37
Mid 38 55 30 45
Low 11 16 12 18

total 69 67
TONGUE
ADVANCEMENT # % # %

Front 36 51 39 56

Central 21 30 13 19

Back 12 17 15 22
total 69 67

TENSENESS # % # %

Tense 22 32 24 36

Lax 47 68 43 64
total 69 67

LIP
CONFIGURATION # % # %

Rounded 19 28 16 24

Unrounded 50 72 51 76
total 69 67
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APPENDIX H (a)
Transcription Scoring Key and Transcription Format 
for the Intelligible Child

125

K tY : o n ia a io n  -  ♦ ( e . g .  / h a * /  f o r  h o t)

a d d i t io n  -  + / h a t a /  f o r  h o t)

W
S u b je c t __

C o n d it io n

Seaaion

1 .
2.
3 .

4 .

5 .

6.
7 .

B.
9 .

1C.

n.
12.
1).
14 .

15.
16. 
17. 

16 .

19.

20. 
21 . 
22. 
25.

24

25

house 

phone 

cup  __ 

gun __

»A ee l

chiekem _

s ip p e r

■ate be#

lamp ___

r a b b i t

f i s h in g

ch u rc h

•fen

ÀAI
Lua_

loelf _________________________________ ■

window w T n c f o

wagon UP c J D n

>i>
4
srzyz.■ e is a c ra  ____

d u c t  K -

y e l lo w  J f U J n

vacuum _____ VacJ^U. nrt

i.Xtiry
s h o v e l S  A V O

c a r  k t f i  -yi

V).,

ferither (2nd) . ____

p e n c ils  21 "S .711 Z

th a t

C a rro t ke rr t

27.

2o.

2?.
30.
51.
32.

53.

34.

55.

56.

37.

38.

39 . 

40

4 1 .

42 .

4 3 .

orange (T r r n &
b a th

b a th tu b  ViTX S lo> 

thuab ______ taw»
f i n g e r  

r i n g  __ Tint
ju m p in g  d z A

pajamasi

a ir p la n e  

b lu e  ____

J

hitu
b ru s h br.A\.
drum (2 n d ) 

f l a g

ry\

£ m
S a n ta  C la u s  k ? < * Z

C h ris tm a s  t r e e  5 r  i

s q u i r r e l  ________ *5 _______

s le e p in g  ______ S I  >̂~> -T P __________

bee (2 n d ) U  6

44 . s to v e  (,2nd }

N07E: U n le ss  o th e rw is e  in d ic a te d ,
p le a s e  t r a n s c r ib e  th e  1 s t 
p ro d u c t io n  o f  a ta r g e t  word
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APPENDIX H (b)
Transcription Scoring Key and Transcription Format 
for the Unintelligible Child

126

K ü ï: o o is a io n  -  •  ( e . g .  / h a * /  f o r  h o t )

a d d i t io n  -  + ( e . g .  /h a tS /  f o r  h o t )

s c ia s o rs  (2 n d ) 

duck(ad) k
y e l lo w  O rd .i _ 

vacuum It

m atches 

lamp __________

a h o v e l

n.
12.
1}.
14.

15.

it>.
17.

16.

1ÿ.
20.
21.
22.
25.

2 4 . th ia  

25

aujo

car (2nd ) 

r a b b i t

f-cJzCi,
k^r

-A: "STnf i s h in g  __

c h u rc h  (2 n d ) "hS

fe a th e r  (2 n d ) - P x d X  

p e n c ils  ( 4 th )

carrot (dâ) K h T

A/V

S u b je o t _

C o n d it io n

o e sa io n

1. house r xirs 2b.
2. Dhone -f-Ù lT 27 .

3. C U D <Ar? 28 .

4 . K U O
1

2 9 .

5. J m ife  (3 rd ) 30 .

6 . w indow t o X n c 5 1 .

7. wamoo w c A ü n .. 3 2 .

A. w hee l _ tvî' O  .. 3 3 .

5. c h ic  ken 54 .

1 0 . z ip p e r _____^ ------ 35.

orange

ba th

tO'V n d s
 k>.3£-L

b a th tu b

thumb

b ?̂,.̂ k A b.

f i n g e r  

r i n g  _

4:.m.aL

ju m p in g  _____

pajamas (2 n d ) 

a irp la n e  ____

UQjpJL

.E.f

36.

37. 

33 .

39 .

4 0 .

4 1 .

42 .

4 3 .

4 4 .

b lu e  (2nd)_ 

b rush  _____ 

drum ___

, jbis.
b AS

JÛ2.
f l a g  ( 3 r d )  

fa n ta  U la u s  dXi.it'i 
C h ris tm a s  t r e e  (2 n d )  M d~l

s q u i r r e l  f t

s le e p in g  (2 n d ) ___

bed _________
4 ; r tyy

s to v e 5 o v

NOTE* U n le ss  o th e rw is e  in d ic a te d ,  
p le a s e  t r a n s c r ib e  th e  1 s t 
p ro d u c t io n  o f  a ta r g e t  word
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